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Utility companies, Independent System Operators, and Transmission Operators require sophisticated 
techniques in short-term load forecasting, unit commitment (UC), and dynamic line rating in view of the 
complicated customer behavior, increasing integration of renewable energy, and characteristics of 
transmission lines in power systems. In this thesis, a set of novel methodologies are developed to address 
the challenges posed by each problem. 
1. Short-term load forecasting at the distribution level is difficult in view of the complicated load 
features, the large number of distribution-level nodes, and possible switching operations. A 
hierarchical forecasting approach is established to capture load characteristics at different levels. 
Load of a root node at any user-defined subtree is first forecast by a wavelet neural network with 
appropriate inputs. Child nodes categorized as “regular” and “irregular” based on load pattern 
similarities are forecast separately. Switching operation detection and follow-up adjustments are 
performed to capture abnormal changes and improve forecasting accuracy.  
2. With a large number of combined cycle (CC) units represented by configuration-based modeling, 
solving UC problem through the state-of-the-practice branch-and-cut method suffers from poor 
performance. The recently developed Surrogate Lagrangian Relaxation is significantly enhanced 
through adding quadratic penalties on constraint violations to accelerate convergence. Quadratic 
penalty terms are linearized through a novel use of absolute value functions. Therefore, resource-
level subproblems can be formulated and solved by branch-and-cut. Complicated constraints 
within a CC are thus handled within a subproblem. Subproblem solutions are then effectively 
coordinated.  
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3. Employing dynamic thermal rating, which adapts the thermal capacity of an overhead 
transmission line based on dynamic weather, is difficult in view of many weather factors, weather 
data availability, weather uncertainties, and the topology of transmission lines. In the developed 
probabilistic forecasting model, major weather factors are selected based on impact analysis and 
are modeled through a spatio-temporal regression with all available data sources. Spatial topology 
and weather uncertainties are simultaneously captured by treating the line rating as the minimum 
of critical span thermal capacities. An approximation is applied to determine the distribution and 
extract appropriate percentiles with light computational costs.  
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Chapter 1 
 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivations 
Utility companies and Independent System Operators (ISOs) require sophisticated load forecasting 
techniques at the distribution level in view of the complicated customer behaver. High quality load 
forecasting is important for the planning and operations of distribution systems [1], [2]. For instance, 
substation and feeder forecasts provide utilities with advanced warnings on potential substation and 
feeder overloading. Customer load forecasting helps utilities schedule and dispatch community storage 
batteries to shave peak load in the smart grid environment. 
Day-ahead unit Commitment (UC) is an important problem faced by ISOs. The UC problem is 
formulated as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem, and has specified solving time 
limits and solution quality requirements [3]. Considering the extended network size of ISOs and the 
increasing number of generation resources, solving the UC problem becomes challenging. With a large 
number of combined cycle units (CCs) represented by configuration-based modeling [4], solving day-
ahead unit commitment (UC) problem becomes even difficult.  
Transfer capability of an overhead transmission line is limited by its thermal rating. Static thermal 
rating based on the worst-case weather condition does not utilize dynamic cooling and heating affects to 
conductors from ambient weather. Dynamic thermal rating (DTR) adapts the thermal capacity based on 
measured and predicted weather and typically results in a high rating without scarifying system security. 
The DTR could be integrated with day-ahead unit commitment and power flow analysis to improve the 
efficiency of transmission operations and reduces costs [5]. Inherent weather uncertainties in weather 
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could result in uncertainties in DTR and render system insecurity and thermal overloading. Probabilistic 
DTR modeling with percentile values or confidence levels is desired for reliable operation and analysis. 
1.2 Major Contributions 
This dissertation develops a set of novel methodologies to address challenges posed by the above 
particular problems.  
1. A generic framework of day-ahead distribution-level load forecasting within the hierarchical 
structure is established to capture load characteristics of nodes at different levels, take advantage 
of the pattern similarities between a parent node and its child nodes, detect abnormalities, and 
provide high quality forecasts with low computational efforts. The new approach represents an 
effective way to forecast distribution-level load and would be helpful in the future smart grid.  
2. A novel decomposition and coordination approach is developed for large day-ahead unit 
commitment with configuration-based combined cycle units. Our recently developed surrogate 
Lagrangian relaxation is significantly enhanced through adding quadratic penalties on constraint 
violations and a novel linearization to fully exploit exponential reduction of complexity with fast 
convergence. Enhancements on certain key aspects are also incorporated to fine tune the 
algorithm and improve the overall performance. The work is timely and critical to solve large UC 
problems, and can be extended to other complicated MILP problems in power systems and 
beyond. 
3. A novel probabilistic dynamic thermal rating modeling is developed to consider both the 
topology of transmission lines and the inherent uncertainties in weather factors. The line thermal 
rating is obtained as the minimum of several span thermal capacities, which are forecast as 
random variables with means and standard deviations to capture the spatial nature and 
uncertainties. Expected values and important percentiles of the forecast ratings are approximately 
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extracted for system operations. The probabilistic approach would be beneficial for secure 
network operational management.  
1.3 Organization of this Thesis 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces an efficient load forecasting at the 
distribution level. Chapter 3 presents a novel decomposition and coordination approach for large day-
ahead unit commitment with combined cycle units. Chapter 4 presents a probabilistic modeling of 
dynamic line ratings for overhead transmission lines.  
References 
[1] H. L. Willis, Spatial electric load forecasting, 2nd edition, New York: Marcel Dekker, 2005.  
[2] Electric load forecasting. [Online] Available: http://www.quanta-
technology.com/sites/default/files/doc-files/Load_Forecasting-12-01-13.pdf.  
[3] Y. Chen, A. Casto, F. Wang, Q. Wang, X. Wang, and J. Wan, “Improving large scale day-ahead 
security constrained unit commitment performance,” IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, vol. 31, 
no. 6, pp. 4732-4743, 2016.  
[4] Y. Chen and F. Wang, “MIP formulation improvement for large scale security constrained unit 
commitment,” Electric Power systems Research, vol. 148, pp. 147-154, 2017 
[5] E. Cloet and J. L. Lilien, “Uprating transmission lines through the use of an innovative real-time 
monitoring system,” IEEE PES 12th Int. Conf. on Transmission and Distribution Construction, 
Operation and Live Line Maintenance (ESMO), May 2011. 
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Chapter 2 
 
2 An Efficient Approach to Short-Term Load Forecasting at the 
Distribution Level 
Short-term load forecasting at the distribution level predicts the load of substations, feeders, 
transformers, and possibly customers from half an hour to one week ahead. Effective forecasting is 
important for the planning and operation of distribution systems. The problem, however, is difficult in 
view of complicated load features, the large number of distribution-level nodes, and possible switching 
operations. In this Chapter, a new forecasting approach within the hierarchical structure is presented to 
solve these difficulties. Load of the root node at any user-defined subtree is first forecast by a wavelet 
neural network with appropriate inputs. Child nodes categorized as “regular” and “irregular” based on 
load pattern similarities are then forecast separately. Load of a regular child node is simply forecast as the 
proportion from the parent node load forecast while the load of an irregular child node is forecast by an 
individual neural network model. Switching operation detection and follow-up adjustments are also 
performed to capture abnormal changes and improve the forecasting accuracy. This new approach 
captures load characteristics of nodes at different levels, takes advantage of pattern similarities between a 
parent node and its child nodes, detects abnormalities, and provides high quality forecasts as 
demonstrated by two practical datasets.  
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2.1 Introduction 
Power distribution systems deliver electricity from distribution substations to residential, commercial, 
and industrial consumers [1]. A distribution substation is fed from one or more transmission or sub-
transmission lines and serves multiple feeders. Distribution transformers receive the power from one or 
more feeders and reduce the primary voltage to levels at which customers can use. In the distribution 
system when some branches are overloaded, there is a need to reconfigure the system by changing status 
of line switches to be open or closed [2]. These reconfigurations by switching operations can achieve load 
balance among distribution feeders, relieve overloading of the components and reduce system losses [3]-
[5].  
Short-term load forecasting at the distribution level predicts the load of substations, feeders, 
transformers, and possibly customers with a typical forecasting horizon ranging from half an hour to one 
week [1]. High quality load forecasting is important for the planning and operation of distribution 
systems. For instance, substation and feeder forecasts provide utilities with advanced warnings on 
potential substation and feeder overloading [5]. Customer load forecasting helps utilities schedule and 
dispatch community storage batteries to shave peak load in the smart grid environment [5], [6].  
Forecasting the distribution-level load is much more difficult than forecasting a system-level load 
such as New England’s load in view of the complicated load features, the large number of nodes, and the 
possible switching operations in distribution systems. Typically, load forecasts of a large area have high 
accuracy because the aggregated load is stable and regular, mainly resulting from the law of large 
numbers [7], [8]. However, the distribution-level load could be dominated by a few large customers such 
as industrial companies or schools [1], [5], and the load pattern may not be as regular as that of a large 
area. Moreover, considering the large number and the different load features at different distribution 
levels, usage of a unique forecasting model for all nodes may not be accurate. However, if an individual 
model were built for each node, it would be complicated and time-consuming for the system operation 
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and maintenance. In addition, due to the reconfigurations by switching operations, load may be 
temporarily switched from one feeder to another, which would severely change the distribution-level load 
profiles and affect the trend in a certain period. Without an advance notice to a load forecaster and a 
follow-up adjustment of forecasting methods, the forecasting power may be degraded. 
To overcome the above difficulties, this Chapter presents a generic framework of day-ahead 
distribution-level load forecasting within the hierarchical structure. Generally, each node is fed from one 
line and the forecaster usually does not know switching operations in advance, therefore, the distribution-
level load can be forecast within the hierarchical structure [9], [10] as depicted in Figure 2.1. Each node 
represents a distribution-level load and the load of a parent node is the aggregation of its child loads. In 
our forecasting framework, at any user-defined subtree, load of the root node is first forecast by an 
individual model. Dynamic node classification based on the load pattern similarities is then applied on 
each forecast day to categorize the child nodes as “regular” and “irregular”. Different load forecasting 
methods are developed regarding different types of child nodes. Load forecasts of lower-level nodes are 
obtained in the same manner by treating the current child node as a new parent node. The realized loads 
are examined through control ranges generated from forecast means and standard deviations to detect 
possible switching operations. Forecasting methods are then adjusted as needed to improve the 
forecasting accuracy for future days. The overall framework captures load characteristics of nodes at 
different levels, takes advantage of the pattern similarities between a parent node and its child nodes, 
detects abnormalities, and provides high quality forecasts with low computational efforts.  
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Figure 2.1.  Hierarchical structure of the distribution-level load forecasting.  
 
In Section 2.3, load forecasting for a root node, node classification, and load forecasting for different 
types of child nodes are presented. Load of a root node is first forecast by wavelet neural networks 
(WNNs) with selected inputs capturing load features and performing good predictions. With its child 
nodes classified as “regular” and “irregular” based on load pattern similarities, a different method is 
developed for each category. Load of a regular child node is directly forecast as a proportion of root load 
forecasts by load distribution factor (LDF). For an irregular node, correlation with a selected sibling node 
is taken into account and incorporated into an individual WNN model.  
In Section 2.4, detecting switching operations and adjusting the forecasting methods are introduced to 
overcome the difficulties raised from feeder reconfigurations. Statistical Process Control (SPC) is used to 
monitor the actual load and detect abnormal changes according to load forecast means and standard 
deviations. If there is no switching operation, the actual load generally falls into a normal range. When a 
switching operation happens, actual load may exceed the normal range, causing significant changes to be 
caught by SPC rules. Because the abnormalities may affect the load trend and consequently degrade the 
forecasting accuracy, once a switching operation is identified, the forecasting methods will be adjusted as 
needed.  
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Two examples are provided in Section 2.5 to verify the effectiveness of our approach. Example 1 
shows the load forecasting for one substation and six feeders, examining the effects of input selection, 
node classification, forecasting methods for regular and irregular nodes, and switching operation 
detection. Example 2 investigates the load forecasting of one substation with four feeders and smart 
meter-based customers. In both examples, our approach is compared with two naive benchmarks, two 
multiple regression models, and a simple neural network model. Numerical results show that our method 
outperforms all comparing models with high forecasting accuracy and low computational efforts. 
2.2 Literature Review 
2.2.1 Short-Term Load Forecasting for a Large Area 
Different methods have been used for short-term load forecasting for a large area, including 
parametric and non-parametric regression models, Kalman filter, neural networks, and hybrid methods. 
Parametric regression models assume functional forms that describe relationships between load and 
affecting factors. The commonly used function models are explicit time functions, polynomial functions, 
autoregressive moving average (ARMA), Fourier series, and multiple linear regression (MLR). In 
contrast, non-parametric regression models do not take predetermined forms but are constructed 
according to information derived from the data. In Kalman filter, load is modeled in the state space 
formulation consisting of linear system state equations and measurement equations [11], [12]. The 
method is attractive because of the recursive property of Kalman filter and the standard deviations of 
forecasts obtained as byproducts. The main difficulties in Kalman filter are the state selection and model 
identification.  
From the late 1980’s, much research has been studied on applying artificial intelligence techniques to 
load forecasting. Among these, neural networks (NNs) have been widely used because of their strong 
ability to approximate the nonlinear function through learning historical data [13]. The NNs have also 
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been combined with other methods to improve the prediction power. A combination of radial basis 
function neural networks and adaptive neural fuzzy inference was established in [14] to forecast load in 
real-time price environments. A similar day-based back propagation neural network was developed in 
[15] to forecast the next day load. In this method, similar day load is selected as NN inputs based on the 
similarity between the forecast day’s predicted weather and the historical days’ weather. The NNs are 
commonly trained by back propagation algorithm. As a first-order steepest decent method, back 
propagation suffers from slow convergence and may not be efficient for nonstationary process. The 
extended Kalman filter (EKF) has been used to train a NN by treating weights of the network as the state 
of a nonlinear dynamic system [16] because of its strong tracking capability. Since it is a second-order 
algorithm, fast convergence is expected. Nevertheless, using EKF in load forecasting may require much 
computational effort considering the high dimensionality of the weights involved. Decoupled EKF, which 
is a simplified form of EKF, reduces the computational time by ignoring some dependency of weights 
such that the weight covariance matrix is block diagonal. Among possible decoupling strategies [17], 
node-decoupled EKF, in which each weight group is composed of a single node’s weights, is 
straightforward and applied to simplify EKF. A NN-based market clearing price forecaster with node-
decoupled EKF presented in [18] showed good prediction performance and a significant decrease of the 
computational time. The above methods shed insights on model selection and affecting factor 
identification for load forecasting at the distribution level. 
2.2.2 Short-Term Load Forecasting at the Distribution Level 
Many methods have been reported on short-term load forecasting at the distribution level. Some 
researchers focus on forecasting one particular substation or feeder, and others forecast a large number of 
distribution-level loads together.  
Load forecasting of a substation or a feeder encounters high errors as a result of the complicated load 
features [19]. Different load patterns of small regions within a large geographic area were presented in 
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[20]. Load diversity was quantified in [21] to represent levels at which regional load affected the overall 
system load. In [22], a hybrid method composed of a forecast-aided state estimator and a NN was 
presented for substation load forecasting. To better track the nonstationary substation load, outputs of the 
state estimator were used as initial forecasts and fed to NN to generate final forecasts. This hybrid method 
saved computational effort compared with pure NN methods, however, considering the large number of 
distribution-level nodes, using an individual model for each node may not be effective for system 
operations and maintenance.  
The following presents general models to forecast loads of a large number of nodes. In [23], load 
features of 245 substations from a national grid were analyzed. Correlation coefficients with weather 
factors and day indices showed different types of sensitivities across substations. Periodic autoregressive 
models were used for short-term substation load forecasting with monthly, weekly and the intra-daily 
patterns modeled. In [24], a semi-parametric load forecasting model was developed for over 2000 
substations in French grid. Using a unique regression-based model to forecast all time series saves the 
computational efforts. However, it is difficult to capture the characteristics of loads at different levels. 
Furthermore, the above methods treated each small area or grid component as a separate entity, and 
forecasts were produced without any regards to any information available from areas outside.  
Hierarchical load forecasting is an approach in which load forecasts at different hierarchy levels are 
connected. A hierarchical forecasting model developed in [9] provided load forecasts for system, areas, 
zones, and substations. The NN-based forecasting engines were associated at any user-defined nodes. 
Load forecasts for other nodes were obtained using aggregation and load distribution factor (LDF). 
Conceptually LDF is the ratio of a child load to its parent load and can be calculated in several ways. For 
instance, in [25], LDF for each substation was forecast individually through a general regression neural 
network model. In [10], two types of LDFs were introduced: a short LDF was calculated by the latest data 
and used for the next time instance while a long LDF was calculated based on the latest daily data and 
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used for the next day. The above work simplified forecasting procedures for each node with a light 
computational effort. Considering that the load pattern of a child node could be significantly different 
from that of its parent node, it is not proper to forecast all child nodes by LDF. Moreover, pattern 
similarities may change over time. Thus, a dynamic node classification method is required to categorize 
the child nodes and capture changes of the load patterns.  
Effects of switching operations on distribution-level load forecasting have been reported in [26] and 
[27]. A two-stage bad data identification method was developed in [27] to retrieve the historical trend of 
load and to improve the bus load forecasting by identifying and restoring inaccurate measurements and 
abnormal disturbance. A synergistic integration of Statistical Process Control (SPC) and Kalman filter 
was presented in [28] to detect faults of chillers and cooling coils by monitoring system parameters. The 
SPC was applied to evaluate variations of parameter predictions while Kalman filter was used to provide 
predictions and adaptive SPC control limits. The above detection methods captured abnormal changes 
effectively and could be adopted to detect switching operations. 
2.3 Neural Networks and Load Distribution Factors  
Our new forecasting approach is presented in this section. Subsection 2.3.1 presents a WNN-based 
load forecasting method for a root node. Subsection 2.3.2 describes a criterion to classify child nodes as 
“regular” and “irregular” based on load pattern similarities. The LDF method to forecast load of a regular 
node is expressed in Subsection 2.3.3. Subsection 2.3.4 introduces the WNN with appropriate inputs for 
irregular nodes.  
As illustrated in Figure 2.2, load of the root node Feeder 3 in a given subtree is first forecast by the 
WNN. According to the results of node classification, the forecasts are distributed to regular nodes 
(transformers 1 and 3) by using LDF while the load of the irregular node transformer 2 is forecast by 
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using WNN. Load forecasts of customers 1-3 are then obtained in the same manner by treating 
transformer 2 as a new parent node.   
 
Figure 2.2.  An illustration of the novel distribution-level load forecasting method. In a subtree where 
Feeder 3 is the root node, nodes with shadowing are forecast by WNNs and the rest are forecast by LDFs.  
 
2.3.1 Load Forecasting for a Root Node 
Previously, we have developed a WNN-based load forecasting method for large areas [15], [29]. The 
structure consists of similar day-based input selection, multi-level wavelet decomposition, and individual 
neural networks for different frequency components. The forecasting model for a root load follows this 
structure with modifications on input selection and the learning algorithm as depicted in Figure 2.3. 
Inputs to WNNs include similar day load, previous day load, forecast weather, and day of week index 
while outputs are forecast loads of the next day at all time instances. The wavelet technique is used to 
decompose the data into three orthogonal components at different frequencies: Low-low (LL), Low-high 
(LH) and High (H). This process helps capture load features of individual components. Results of 
individual NNs are then summed to form the final forecasts.  
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Figure 2.3.  The WNN-based load forecaster for a root node. 
 
2.3.1.1 Input Selection 
To effectively capture features of the distribution-level load and forecast the next day load, inputs 
are properly selected. Day of week index is an important input factor because different days of the week 
have different load curves. Beyond that, weather is the major driver for load. Following [15], predicted 
wind-chill temperature and humidex on the next day are selected as weather input variables in WNNs. As 
shown in Figure 2.4, approximate piecewise linear relationships exist between substation load and 
selected weather factors. Other weather factors such as wind speed, which has a highly nonlinear pattern 
and a weak correlation with the load, are not selected.  
In the method we previously developed for system-level load forecasting [15], similar day load is 
selected based on weather similarity and day of week index. Distribution-level load, which could be 
dominated by a few large customers, may vary with similar weather conditions and the same day of week 
index. Therefore, only considering weather similarity may not be sufficient. Typically, if the day before a 
weather-similar day also has a similar load curve with the day before a forecast day, the selected similar 
day load would better represent the forecast day load. The criteria of similar day selection (4) in [15] are 
thus modified according to 
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where subscripts f and i, respectively, denote a forecast day and a historical day in the historical set Θ; 
subscripts f-1 and i-1, respectively, denote the day before the forecast day f and the day before the 
historical day i; W represents the weather factor under consideration, i.e., wind-chill temperature if 
tomorrow is a winter day, and humidex if tomorrow is a summer day; L represents the load and T is the 
number of time instances during one day. ?̅?, which is the average value of the historical load, is used to 
scale the magnitude of load differences. The weight α of the load difference term is determined by the 
following minimization process on all historical days:  
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where SDd(α, t) denotes the selected similar day load with parameter α of a historical day d at time 
instance t; Ld(t) denotes the actual load of day d at time instance t; and D is the number of historical days.  
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Figure 2.4.  Load versus wind-chill temperature, humidex, and wind speed.  
 
Profiles of a substation actual load, original and modified similar day loads, and previous day (Day-1) 
load are depicted in Figure 2.5. The mean absolute percent error (MAPE) and correlation coefficient ρ 
with respect to the actual load are used to evaluate these load input variables according to 
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where LA denotes the actual load, LV represents the load input variable to be examined, n is the number of 
historical samples, AL  and VL are the sample means. The MAPE measures the closeness between the 
input load and the target load while the correlation coefficient measures the association between the input 
load and the target load. As summarized in Table 2.1, modified similar day load has the lowest MAPE 
and the highest correlation coefficient compared with other two load input variables. This indicates that 
the modified similar day load could better represent the load of a forecast day compared with the other 
two load input variables. Meanwhile, to anchor the selected similar day load and provide an initial status 
of the next day load, previous day load is supplemented to the modified similar day load. Numerical 
testing of different combinations of weather and load input variables are provided in Section 2.5 to verify 
the above selection.  
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Figure 2.5.  Load curves of actual load, previous day load, original similar day, and modified similar day 
load. 
 
Table 2.1 Comparisons of Load Input Variables with Target Output Load 
Method 
Previous day 
load 
Original 
similar day load 
Modified  
similar day load 
MAPE (%) 9.07 7.67 6.21 
Correlation 
coefficient 
0.89 0.92 0.94 
 
 
Figure 2.6.  Multiple-level wavelet decomposition scheme (Load = LL + LH +H) 
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Figure 2.7.  Load profiles of (a) a substation and (b) six feeders during a week from March 5, 2012 
(Monday) to March 11, 2012 (Sunday). 
2.3.1.2 Wavelet Neural Network 
For Combination of wavelet transform and NNs has been successfully used in load forecasting [15], 
[30], [31]. Unlike Fourier transform, which represents the signal as a sum of sinusoids localized in 
frequency only, wavelet transform uses basis functions which contain both time and frequency 
information. It is thus appropriate to use wavelet transform to deal with signals with nonstationary 
characteristic through multi-resolution analysis.  
Wavelet transform can be implemented by a filter bank presenting decomposition and reconstruction 
stages as shown in Figure 2.6. In the decomposition stage, approximation and detail coefficients of an 
input signal are produced by convolving with filters (G0, G1) and then by down-sampling. An 
‘approximation’ holds the general trend of the original signal, whereas a ‘detail’ depicts high frequency 
component of it. In the reconstruction stage, wavelet coefficients are padded zeros (up-sampling) to 
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recover the data length and are then convolved with reconstruction filters (H0, H1). Filters G0, G1, H0, and 
H1 have to satisfy perfect reconstruction and orthogonality [32]. The input load is thus broken into low 
and high frequency components. A multilevel decomposition process can be achieved by successively 
decomposing the approximations. In this Chapter, a two-level wavelet composition is adopted. Thus, load 
and weather data are decomposed into LL, LH and H frequency components as the scheme presented. 
When these decomposed components are fed into individual NNs trained by node-decoupled EKF, the 
same forecasting quality is assumed for each component. The three forecasts are therefore summed with 
equal weights to obtain the final forecast.  
Daubechies (Db) wavelets are selected in our method because they are a family of orthogonal 
wavelets, and will not cause information loss in the frequency domain. The Db members tested are Db2-
Db20 (even index only), in which the index number refers to the filter length. To choose a good 
decomposition level and filter window length, extensive experiments are conducted [29]. Two-level 
decomposition with Db4 is found to be the best among levels from zero to three and DB index members 
from 2-20. Determination of the above parameters as well as the parameters in NNs such as the number of 
hidden neurons is through training, validation, and test processes in a three-way data split [33]:  
Step 1: Divide the data into training, validation and test sets; 
Step 2: Select one parameter (e.g., number of hidden neurons) and set values of other parameters to 
nominal levels.  
Step 2. 1: Initialize the selected parameter; 
Step 2.2: Train WNN using the training set;  
Step 2.3: Evaluate the model on the validation set by calculating the validation set error;  
Step 2.4: Tune the parameter and repeat steps 2.2 and 2.3;  
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Step 2.5: Select the parameter value which results in the minimum validation set error; 
Step 3: Repeat step 2 to determine other parameters;  
Step 4: Select the best model and train it using data from the training and validation sets;  
Step 5: Assess the final model using the test set. 
2.3.2 Node Classification 
Load pattern of a child node generally follows the pattern of its parent node. As weekly load profiles 
of a substation and its six feeders shown in Figure 2.7, most feeders have similar load patterns with that of 
the substation. Nevertheless, there also exist deviations on particular days (e.g., Day 3 and Day 4) when 
load patterns of some feeders are different from that of the substation. The load pattern similarities 
motivate forecasting child nodes by the proportion from the parent load forecast. However, for those child 
nodes whose loads significantly vary from the parent load, proportion is not suitable and individual 
models are needed. To identify which category that a child node belongs to and select a proper forecasting 
method, a dynamic node classification method is developed.  
Similarity between two time series is commonly identified by distance matrix [34]-[36]. In [34], 
similarity matching of two observed series was based on the distance of wavelet coefficients after 
decomposing the data series. In [35] and [36], simple Euclidean distance was used to investigate the 
pattern similarities. In our problem, considering the different magnitudes of child nodes, Euclidean 
distance between the normalized child load and parent load is calculated as a pattern similarity index. 
Furthermore, since loads having the same day of week index are likely to have similar patterns, the 
distance between a child node i and its parent node on day k is estimated as the averaged distance of past 
S weeks having the same day index with the forecast day as expressed in  
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where N is the number of child nodes, LNor,C(i,k,t) and LNor,P(k,t) are the normalized loads of child node i 
and the parent node at time instance t on day k, respectively.  
Distances between all child nodes and the parent node are calculated using (2.5) and (2.6). Node 
classification is then determined for the forecast day k according to:  
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where ds is a distance threshold. On each forecast day, a child node is defined as “regular” if d is smaller 
than the threshold; otherwise, it is defined as “irregular”. The threshold ds is initialized as the average of 
historical distances, and then tuned through training and validation data sets.  
This distance-based classification method can be treated as a simplified form of K-means clustering in 
which the normalized parent load is the cluster center. Compared with the standard K-mean clustering 
with two clusters, our classification calculates the distance between child and parent nodes and indicates 
how much the child loads follow the parent load. Numerical results for the estimated distances, actual 
distances, and the threshold distance are shown in Section 2.5 to verify and evaluate the classification. 
2.3.3 Load Forecasting Method for Regular Nodes 
To forecast the load of a regular node i on day k, LDFs are estimated by the averaged LDFs of the 
past S weeks having the same day of week index with the forecast day as in  
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The LDFs are updated on each forecast day and this dynamic feature helps capture changes of the 
proportions. Load forecasts of a regular child node are then obtained simply as  
),,,(),(ˆ),,(ˆ tkiLDFtkLtkiL PC =  (2.9) 
where ),,(ˆ tkiLC and ),(ˆ tkLP  are load forecasts of child node i and its parent node, respectively. 
2.3.4 Load Forecasting Method for Irregular Nodes 
For irregular nodes, since their load patterns could be significantly different from that of the parent 
node, LDF is not suitable. To better capture the complicated load features and estimate the nonlinear 
relationships between affecting factors and the target load, WNN-based forecasting model is used.  
In spatial load forecasting, correlations with neighboring regions and information available outside 
the target area are used to improve the forecasting accuracy [5]. Using information available from a 
neighboring area to predict a target area has achieved improvements in load forecasting [37], wind power 
forecasting [38] and solar power forecasting [39]. As discussed above, in addition to the inputs considered 
for a root node, load from correlated sibling nodes would help WNNs capture the load features of 
irregular nodes. Since the number of correlated nodes could be large, and if all are considered, algorithm 
complexity will increase and forecasting accuracy may even degrade. Our idea is to select one key sibling 
node and use the previous day load of this selected node as additional inputs to WNNs. 
2.4 Detection Switching Operations 
This section deals with detecting switching operations and adjusting forecasting methods after an 
identified switching operation. Subsection 2.4.1 presents an SPC-based method to detect switching 
operations. In Subsection 2.4.2, the methods for adjusting LDFs and WNNs are described. 
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2.4.1 An SPC-based Method for Detecting Switching Operations 
Statistical Process Control (SPC) is used to monitor the actual load and detect abnormal changes 
according to load forecast means and standard deviations. If there is no switching operation, the actual 
load generally falls into a normal range. When a switching operation happens, actual load may exceed the 
normal range, causing significant changes to be caught by SPC rules. This switching operation detection 
method adopts the SPC-based detection idea and the SPC control rule from [28], in which a synergistic 
integration of SPC and Kalman filter was presented to detect the faults of chillers and cooling towers.  
Load forecast errors are commonly assumed to be Gaussian distributed [40]. Under this assumption, 
actual load falls into the one-sigma range with approximate 68% probability and two-sigma range with 
95% probability without switching operations. In [28], two-sigma range is used as the adaptive SPC 
control limit to guarantee 95% Gaussian coverage. Similarly, a switching operation in the distribution 
system is detected if n back-to-back points fall outside of the two-sigma range and the points are either all 
above upper limits or all below lower limits. This is because a switching operation typically keeps the 
trend and lasts for a certain period. The number of points, n, is set to be 3 so that a potential switching 
operation is detected at the 99.99% confidence level according to (10) in [28].  
For nodes forecast by WNN, standard deviations of the forecasts can be directly obtained from the 
diagonal elements of the innovation covariance matrix in decoupled EKF [18]. For regular nodes forecast 
by LDFs, standard deviations are derived approximately from those of their parent nodes. Assume that the 
load forecasting error of a parent node is Gaussian with standard derivation σP(k, t) on day k at time 
instance t. The load forecasting error of its regular child node i is then approximately obtained as a 
Gaussian with standard derivation proportioned by LDF from σP(k, t)  
),(),,(),,( tktkiLDFtki P = .        (2.10) 
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Distributions of forecasting errors from WNN and LDF are analyzed to verify the normal assumption by 
Quantile-Quantile plots of the errors and sigma coverage rates of the actual load as demonstrated in the 
numerical testing.  
 
 
Figure 2.8.  Dynamic two-sigma range as SPC control limits for detecting switching operations. 
2.4.2 Adjusting LDFs and WNNs 
After the actual load of a forecast day is available, the load is examined using the SPC control rule as 
discussed above. If no switching operation is detected and no earlier switching operation is identified, 
regular forecasting processes will be followed for the next day. If a switching operation is detected and 
the load is switched back to the normal range, i.e., the abnormality does not last long, regular forecasting 
processes will be followed.  
If a switching operation is detected and it lasts until the end of the current day as shown in Figure 2.8, 
adjusting LDFs or WNNs is needed. For a regular node, after such a switching operation, we keep on 
using LDF but the calculation in (8) is based on the latest new data only without the requirement of using 
data with the same day index. When the length of the new data collected is more than S weeks, original 
LDF is used. However, after a switching operation is identified, a regular node may not maintain the 
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regular pattern. Thus, WNN is started at the background with the new data until it is shown that the new 
pattern is regular, or WNN is ready to forecast.  
For an irregular node, after switching operations, we keep on using WNN with weights updated by 
the new data. Since the irregular node may become regular, LDFs are started with the new data at the 
background until it is shown that the new pattern is irregular, or when LDFs begin to produce good 
predictions.  
2.5 Numerical Results 
The above method has been implemented in MATLAB on an Intel Core 2.20GHz personal computer. 
The forecasting performance is evaluated by using the standard mean absolute percentage error (MAPE):  
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If the denominator LA(t) in (11) is close to zero, mean absolute error (MAE) is used:  
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Two practical datasets are tested in Examples 1 and 2, respectively. For both examples, one-year load 
data in 30-minute interval and hourly weather data are collected. The test set is the last month data, the 
validation set is one month prior to the test month, and the rest data are used for WNN training. When the 
validation error (MAPE/MAE) increases for five iterations, the training is stopped, and the weights 
resulting in the minimum validation error are stored. Parameters need to be set in WNNs, node 
classification, and LDF calculation are determined based on training and validation processes as described 
in Subsection 2.3.1.  
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Since only actual weather data are available, in the training period, actual weather data are used as 
WNN inputs whereas in the validation and testing periods, actual weather data plus a Gaussian noise N(0, 
3) are used as weather predictions. The forecasting performance of using this predicted weather is 
expected to be close to that in the real applications.  
2.5.1 Example 1 
This example demonstrates load forecasting for a substation and six feeders located in a large city in 
North Carolina, United States. Load and weather data collected are from August 01, 2011 to July 24, 
2012. The training period is from August 2011 to May 2012, the validation period is June 2012, and the 
test period is July 01-24, 2012.  
Seven cases are presented below. Case 1 demonstrates the learning and generalization capability of 
WNN using one-year data for substation load forecasting. Case 2 shows the values of input selection of 
WNN for substation load forecasting. Case 3 examines the dynamic feeder classification. Case 4 shows 
load forecasting for regular feeders. Case 5 compares WNN and LDF for irregular feeders. Case 6 
evaluates the normal assumption for load forecasting errors and demonstrates the significance of 
switching operation detection. In Case 7, the performance of our method is compared with two naïve 
benchmarks, two multiple linear regression models, and one NN model.  
Case 1: The training and validation processes of each frequency component for substation load are 
described in this case. The inputs selected for WNN include similar day load, previous day load, forecast 
day weather predictions (wind-chill temperature and humidex), and day of week index. The training and 
validation errors are evaluated by MAPE for LL frequency component and MAE for LH and H 
components. As shown in Figure 2.9, for LL frequency component, both learning and validation 
processes converge quickly after several iterations. For LH and H frequency components, because the 
components are volatile, convergences are not as smooth as for the low frequency component. The 
validation set stops the training at a specific number of iterations if further five iterations on training data 
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degrade the network generalization ability on the validation set. The numbers of iterations to meet the 
minimum validation errors are 22, 10, and 7 for LL, LH and H frequency NNs, respectively.  
 
Figure 2.9.  Training and validation errors with the number of training iterations for each frequency 
component. 
Case 2: This case demonstrates the benefits of input weather and load variable selection for WNN to 
forecast the substation load. In our method, the inputs selected for WNN to forecast the load of a root 
node include similar day load, previous day load, forecast day weather predictions (wind-chill 
temperature and humidex), and day of week index.  
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1). Weather input variables: WNNs using different combinations of weather input variables are 
compared. Other inputs include similar day load, previous day load, and day of week index. MAPEs 
presented in Table 2.2 show the values of selected wind-chill temperature and humidex.  
2). Load input variables: WNNs using different combinations of load input variables are compared. Other 
inputs include weather predictions (wind-chill temperature and humidex), and day of week index. The 
MAPEs presented in Table 2.3 show the values of selected load inputs.  
3). Actual weather verse predicted weather: WNN using the actual weather and predicted weather on 
forecast days are compared. Results in Table 2.4 show that with adding a noise on the actual weather, the 
forecasting MAPE increases compared with using actual weather. This is reasonable because using actual 
weather without uncertainties could result in lower MAPE. However, the performance of using weather 
data with uncertainty is expected to be close to the performance in the real applications.  
TABLE 2.2 Number of Hidden Neurons (NH) and MAPE (%) for Substation July, 2012 Load  
 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 
NH 
LL/LH/H 
20/15/15 20/15/15 20/15/15 23/18/18 25/18/18 
MAPE 5.46 5.45 5.91 5.17 5.93 
M1: With wind-chill temperature; M2: With humidex; M3: With wind speed; 
M4: With both wind-chill temperature and humidex; 
M5: With wind-chill temperature, humidex and wind speed. 
 
TABLE 2.3 MAPE (%) for Substation July, 2012 Load (Case 2-2 in Example 1) 
 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 
NH 
LL/LH/H 
20/15/15 20/15/15 20/15/15 23/18/18 23/18/18 
MAPE 5.88 5.87 5.62 5.44 5.17 
M1: With previous day load; M2: With original similar day load;  
M3: With modified similar day load;  
M4: With both previous day load and original similar day load; 
M5: With both previous day load and modified similar day load.  
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TABLE 2.4 MAPE (%) for Substation July, 2012 Load (Case 2-3 in Example 1) 
With Actual Weather With Forecast Weather 
4.98 5.17 
 
Case 3: The node classification process is presented in this case. In Table 2.5, the first row shows the 
actual averaged distances calculated during the validation period June 2012 while the rest are the 
estimated distances on the last two weeks of the test period. The distance threshold is set as 0.50, which is 
determined based on the historical actual distances and training-validation process. It can be seen that 
Feeders 1, 2, 3 and 5 are identified as “regular” nodes for all test days and they are forecast by LDF. 
Feeder 4 is identified as an “irregular” node for most of the test days. Even though the estimated distances 
on some days (e.g., July 16 and 17 with d < 0.5) show regularity of Feeder 4, since this regularity does 
not keep long, WNN is still used until a long-term regularity is identified. As for Feeder 6, it has only one 
day identified as an irregular node during all test days. In view of the fact that the averaged distance 
during validation period shows the regularity of this node, and the irregularity did not keep long, Feeder 6 
is therefore treated as a regular node and forecast by LDF for all test days. Thus five of six feeders are 
forecast by LDFs, which indicates a low computational effort. Actual distances during the last two weeks 
of the test period are also calculated for verification as shown in Table 2.6. The actual distances are 
generally consistent with the estimated and this demonstrates the overall irregularity of Feeder 4 and the 
regularity of other feeders.  
 
TABLE 2.5 
Estimated Distances of the Normalized Loads between Six Feeders and Substation (Case 3 in Example 1) 
Data F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 
June 2012 
(Actual) 
0.29 0.26 0.28 0.63 0.44 0.39 
7-11-2012 0.31 0.30 0.24 0.51 0.33 0.41 
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7-12-2012 0.28 0.37 0.30 0.58 0.38 0.47 
7-13-2012 0.26 0.31 0.31 0.63 0.48 0.50 
7-14-2012 0.31 0.23 0.31 0.69 0.48 0.48 
7-15-2012 0.22 0.24 0.27 0.65 0.45 0.48 
7-16-2012 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.44 0.49 0.36 
7-17-2012 0.20 0.22 0.19 0.30 0.26 0.26 
7-18-2012 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.58 0.34 0.51 
7-19-2012 0.23 0.26 0.32 0.55 0.40 0.49 
7-20-2012 0.22 0.19 0.28 0.54 0.39 0.46 
7-21-2012 0.24 0.21 0.27 0.56 0.40 0.45 
7-22-2012 0.23 0.20 0.23 0.54 0.37 0.42 
7-23-2012 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.45 0.37 0.37 
7-24-2012 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.32 0.26 0.28 
 
 
TABLE 2.6 
Actual Distances of the Normalized loads between Six Feeders and Substation (Case 3 in Example 1) 
Data F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 
June 2012 0.29 0.26 0.28 0.63 0.44 0.39 
7-11-2012 0.30 0.49 0.35 0.70 0.42 0.60 
7-12-2012 0.33 0.26 0.38 0.84 0.49 0.55 
7-13-2012 0.25 0.29 0.35 0.99 0.63 0.60 
7-14-2012 0.23 0.23 0.28 0.68 0.44 0.43 
7-15-2012 0.17 0.23 0.14 0.38 0.46 0.31 
7-16-2012 0.18 0.24 0.23 0.26 0.19 0.23 
7-17-2012 0.21 0.22 0.32 0.50 0.40 0.47 
7-18-2012 0.17 0.13 0.29 0.45 0.33 0.47 
7-19-2012 0.28 0.21 0.27 0.52 0.37 0.47 
7-20-2012 0.21 0.20 0.23 0.51 0.38 0.41 
7-21-2012 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.59 0.33 0.41 
7-22-2012 0.21 0.24 0.20 0.53 0.49 0.38 
7-23-2012 0.24 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.23 
7-24-2012 0.32 0.28 0.27 0.53 0.44 0.53 
 
 
Case 4: Load Forecasting for regular nodes Feeders 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 by using LDF and individual 
WNN are compared. The results summarized in Table 2.7 show that the LDF captures load features and 
provides competitive load forecasts for regular nodes compared with the results from WNNs.  
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TABLE 2.7 
MAPE (%) for Regular Feeders July, 2012 Load (Case 4 in Example 1) 
 LDF WNN 
Feeder 1 5.63 5.49 
Feeder 2 5.73 5.95 
Feeder 3 5.91 5.77 
Feeder 5 5.35 6.05 
Feeder 6 5.44 5.22 
 
Case 5: Load forecasting performance for an irregular node is shown in this case. Irregular node 
Feeder 4 is forecast by WNN with considering correlations with the selected sibling node Feeder 3. Three 
other approaches are compared: using WNN without considering correlations with other nodes, using 
WNN with the substation load as additional inputs, and using LDF method. Forecasting MAPEs are 
summarized in Table 2.8. For Feeder 4, our method (M1) produces the lowest MAPE 7.25 as compared 
with other two WNNs and LDF.  
 
TABLE 2.8  
MAPE (%) for Feeder 4 July, 2012 Load (Case 5 in Example 1) 
M1 M2 M3 M4 
7.25 7.38  7.45 7.72 
M1: Using WNN with a correlated sibling load as additional inputs;  
M2: Using WNN without any load inputs outside this node;  
M3: Using WNN with the substation load as additional inputs;  
M4: Using LDF.  
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Figure2.10.  Quantile-Quantile plot of substation load forecasting errors versus the standard normal. 
 
 
Figure 2.11.  Quantile-Quantile plots of forecasting errors versus the standard normal for a regular load 
Feeder 1 and an irregular load Feeder 4. 
 
Case 6: This case verifies the normal assumption of the forecasting errors and demonstrates the 
switching operation detection. As shown in Figure 2.10, Quantile-Quantile plot of the substation load 
forecasting errors clearly shows heavier tails than the Gaussian. The Quantile-Quantile plots of load 
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forecast errors for a regular node Feeder 1 and an irregular load Feeder 4 are also depicted in Figure 2.11. 
Both have heavier tails than Gaussian. However, if the top and bottom tails are removed, the remaining 
errors follow a normal distribution. The standard deviation (STD) of the prediction, one-sigma and two-
sigma actual load coverage rates calculated for substation and feeders are shown in Table 2.9. The one-
sigma coverage rates range from 69.18% to 81.07%, which are slightly larger than 68% under the 
Gaussian assumption. The two-sigma coverage rates of all feeders are lower than the value 95% under 
Gaussian distribution. This is mainly because of the abnormal consumption occurred on July 2 for Feeder 
1 and on July 8 for almost all feeders. These changes are caught by the two-sigma rule as shown in Figure 
2.12 for Feeder 1. The two-sigma coverage rates of the actual load are thus lowered. Because the 
abnormal load was switched back to the normal ranges, no adjustments are made in this case.  
 
TABLE 2.9 
MAPEs (%), MAEs (MW), STDs (MW), One-sigma Coverage Rates (%), and Two-Sigma Coverage 
Rates (%) for Substation and Feeder Loads (Case 6 in Example 1) 
 MAPE MAE STD 
One-sigma 
Coverage 
Two-Sigma 
Coverage 
Substation 5.17 2.83 4.46 81.07 96.70 
Feeder 1 5.63 0.67 0.69 69.42 91.32 
Feeder 2 5.73 0.54 0.61 69.18 92.26 
Feeder 3 5.91 0.57 0.59 68.67 90.45 
Feeder 4 7.25 0.45 0.62 75.78 94.10 
Feeder 5 5.35 0.59 0.71 70.05 94.28 
Feeder 6 5.44 0.38 0.45 73.78 92.30 
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Figure 2.12.  The switching operations detecetd for Feeder 1 on July 2 and July 8. 
 
Case 7: This case compares our method with two naïve benchmarks, two multiple linear regression 
(MLR) models, and one back propagation NN (BPNN). The naïve benchmarks include using previous 
day load (Day-1) and the load of a week ago (Day-7) as forecasts for the next day load. The first MLR 
model has the corresponding independent variables as input factor of WNN as expressed in (2.13):  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
( ) ( ) ( 48) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).
SD Day Hour
L t L t L t T t H t I t I t t       = + + − + + + + +        (2.13) 
• L(t) denotes the load at time instance t. LSD (t) denotes the modified similar-day load at time 
instance t. L(t-48) denotes the load of previous day at the same time instance for 30-minute data.  
• T(t) and H(t) denote predicted wind chill temperature and humidex at time instance t, 
respectively.  
• IDay(t) is the day index: 1 for Monday, 2 for Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday, 3 for Friday, 4 for 
Saturday, and 5 for Sunday.  
• IHour(t) is the time instance index, ranging from 1 to 48 for 30-minute data.  
• i (i = 0, 1, .., 6) is the coefficient of each independent variable.  
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• (t) is i.i.d Gaussian random variable with zero mean and finite variance.  
The second MLR model has the same formulation but does not contain the modified similar day load 
LSD(t) variable. A traditional BPNN (implemented by MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox) without 
wavelet decomposition is also considered for comparison. Input factors for BPNN are identical with those 
used in WNN.  
Forecasting MAPEs for the substation and six feeders are summarized in Table 2.10. As can be seen, 
benchmarks using previous day load and the load of a week ago encounter high prediction errors. The 
MLR without considering the similar day load also results in high MAPEs. However, when modified 
similar day load is taken into account, the prediction power of MLR is enhanced significantly. The 
MAPEs obtained from a single BPNN further outperforms MLRs because the nonlinear representation of 
input-output relationship in NN can better capture the load characteristics than the linear relationship used 
in MLR. Overall, our method achieves the lowest MAPEs for both substation and feeders because it 
captures the complicated load features through wavelet decomposition and dynamic pattern similarity 
analysis. Moreover, when compared with the forecasting MAPEs ranging from 2% to 20% for substation 
and feeder loads reported in the literature [24], [25], our results are competitive.  
The NNs are trained offline by the historical data. Averagely, the training can be conducted within 20 
minutes for both WNN and BPNN. Training times for WNN and BPNN are similar because even though 
BP iteration is faster than the decoupled EKF, BP converges much slower and requires a larger number of 
iterations. Once the WNN model is well trained and validated, it can be used to predict the next day load 
given the new input data. The weights of WNNs are then updated online with the realized latest 24 hours’ 
loads.  
 
TABLE 2.10 MAPE (%) for Substation July, 2012 Load (Case 7 in Example 1) 
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 A D-1 D-7 MLR (1) MLR (2) BPNN 
Substation 5.17 9.06 14.57 5.92 9.31 5.69 
Feeder 1 5.63 7.13 11.12 6.08 9.70 5.97 
Feeder 2 5.74 10.85 16.93 6.84 10.70 6.84 
Feeder 3 5.91 10.19 16.85 6.67 10.21 6.35 
Feeder 4 7.25 12.44 20.71 8.92 12.09 7.92 
Feeder 5 5.35 8.82 13.31 6.75 9.31 6.51 
Feeder 6 5.44 8.24 12.32 6.34 8.80 6.13 
A: Using our method (WNN + LDF);  
D-1: Using previous day load;  
D-7: Using the load of a week ago;  
MLR (1): Using MLR with selected similar day load;  
MLR (2): Using MLR without selected similar day load; 
BPNN: Using back propagation NN. 
2.5.2 Example 2 
This example demonstrates load forecasting for four feeders and selected customers in a city in 
Washington, United States. Load and weather data from December 01, 2011 to November 30, 2012 are 
collected. The training period is from December 2011 to September 2012, the validation period is October 
2012, and the test period is November 2012. In addition, data of more than 1000 smart meters within this 
substation are available for four days from April 1, 2012 (a Sunday) to April 4, 2012.  
Two cases are presented below. Case 1 predicts substation and feeder loads. Case 2 extends the 
forecasting to the customer level. In both cases, inputs for WNNs include similar day load, previous day 
load, weather predictions on the forecast day (wind-chill temperature and humidex), and day of week 
index.  
Case 1: This case predicts the load of substation and demonstrates the values of switching operation 
detection. Among four feeders, Feeders 1 and 2 are forecast by LDF while Feeders 3 and 4 are forecast by 
WNN. As shown in Figure 2.13, a significant switching operation was detected on November 20, 2012 
for Feeder 1. The load magnitude after switching operation decreased and Feeder 1 maintained the regular 
pattern for a certain period. Therefore, Feeder 1 is forecast by original LDF for the first twenty test days. 
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After November 20, Feeder 1 is forecast by the modified LDF, which is calculated based on the new data 
after the switching operation. Forecasting results of our method, two naïve benchmarks, two MLRs, and a 
simple BPNN are summarized in Table 2.11. It can be seen that our method provides the lowest MAPEs 
for the substation and all feeders.  
Case 2: Smart meter-based customer load is predicted in this case. Since the smart meter data are 
limited and no transformer data are available, predictions are generated by using LDFs. Hourly load of 
April 4, 2012 is forecast based on feeder load forecasts and LDFs calculated by smart meter readings of 
the previous two days (Sunday April 1 is ignored). Forecasting results of four selected customers are 
shown in Table 2.12. Because of the complicated customer behaviors and the limited data, the law of 
large number is not as effective as for the aggregated load. Thus, high MAPEs are obtained as expected.  
 
 
Figure 2.13.  Switching operations detecetd for Feeder 1 on November 20, 2012. 
 
TABLE 2.11 
MAPE (%) FOR SUBSTATION AND FEEDER NOVEMBER, 2012 LOADS 
(CASE 1 IN EXAMPLE 2)  
 A D-1 D-7 MLR (1) MLR (2) BPNN 
Substation 3.80 7.89 12.45 6.12 8.66 5.03 
Feeder 1 5.06 10.57 29.56 9.43 10.32 6.28 
Feeder 2 4.18 8.94 13.46 6.24 9.31 5.71 
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Feeder 3 4.18 7.65 10.58 5.98 8.79 5.62 
Feeder 4 3.47 6.47 7.63 6.04 8.36 4.94 
A: Using our method (WNN + LDF);  
D-1: Using previous day load;  
D-7: Using the load of a week ago;  
MLR (1): Using MLR with selected similar day load;  
MLR (2): Using MLR without selected similar day load; 
BPNN: Using back propagation NN.  
 
TABLE 2.12 
MAPE (%) FOR SMART METER NOVEMBER, 2012 LOAD 
(CASE 2 IN EXAMPLE 2)  
Smart Meter MAPE 
1 101.2 
2 105.1 
3 61.08 
4 37.87 
 
2.6 Conclusion 
This Chapter presents a generic approach for short-term load forecasting at the distribution level 
within the hierarchical structure. With a root node forecast by WNNs and load pattern similarity-based 
child node classification, forecasts of all child nodes are obtained. Simple and fast LDF method is applied 
to forecast the load of regular child nodes, whereas WNNs with correlated sibling node are used for 
irregular nodes. The SPC-based switching operation detection is also considered to improve the 
forecasting accuracy. Testing results demonstrate the high prediction accuracy of this method. The new 
approach represents an effective way to forecast distribution-level load and would be helpful in the future 
smart grid.  
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Chapter 3 
 
3 A Novel Decomposition and Coordination Approach for Large 
Day-Ahead Unit Commitment with Combined Cycle Units 
 
Day-Ahead Unit Commitment (UC) is an important problem faced by Independent System Operators 
(ISOs). Midcontinent ISO as the largest ISO in US, solves a complicated UC problem involving over 
45,000 buses and 1,400 generation resources. With the increasing number of combined cycle units (CCs) 
represented by configuration-based modeling, solving the problem becomes more challenging. The state-
of-the-practice branch-and-cut method suffers from poor performance when there are a large number of 
CCs. The goal of this Chapter is to solve such large UC problems with near-optimal solutions within time 
limits. In this Chapter, our recently developed Surrogate Lagrangian Relaxation, which overcomes major 
difficulties of Lagrangian Relaxation by not requiring dual optimal costs, is significantly enhanced 
through adding quadratic penalties on constraint violations to accelerate convergence. Quadratic penalty 
terms are linearized through a novel use of absolute value functions. Therefore, resource-level 
subproblems can be formulated and solved by branch-and-cut. Complicated constraints within a CC unit 
are thus handled within a subproblem. Subproblem solutions are then effectively coordinated. 
Computational improvements on key aspects are also incorporated to fine tune the algorithm. As 
demonstrated by MISO cases, the method provides near-optimal solutions within a time limit, and 
significantly outperforms branch-and-cut.  
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3.1 Introduction 
Day-ahead unit Commitment (UC) is an important problem faced by Independent System Operators 
(ISOs). The UC problem is formulated as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem, and has 
specified solving time limits and solution quality requirements. Midcontinent Independent System 
Operator (MISO), as the largest ISO in US, manages a network with over 45,000 buses and 1,400 internal 
generation resources. It also has a large number of (over 10,000) virtual trading undertaken by 
participants [1] in day-ahead market. Considering the extended network size and the increasing number of 
generation resources, solving the UC problem becomes challenging.  
Combined Cycle units (CCs), as in its name, combine Combustion Turbines (CTs) and Steam 
Turbines (ST) into one unit. Since high-temperature gas from CTs is not released into the atmosphere but 
is used by STs to generate extra power, a CC unit produces electricity at high efficiency and with low 
CO2 emissions. There is thus an upward trend of installing CC units worldwide [2]. However, CC units 
bring significant challenges to UC problems in view of their complicated operation characteristics. A CC 
unit can operate in different modes or configurations, each with a particular set of commitment states of 
CTs and STs. Switching commitment states among CTs and STs should follow pre-defined 
configurations and allowable transition paths. For example, a ST cannot generate electricity if there is not 
enough heat from CTs. In view of the complicated transitions among configurations, a CC unit is 
commonly modeled as an aggregated unit [3], which does not utilize possible transitions. Some ISOs, 
such as MISO and CAISO, are looking into configuration-based modeling to save energy costs and 
incentivize participants to offer true marginal costs [4]-[7].  
The current state-of-the-practice to solve large UC problems is using commercial MILP solvers, 
which are Branch-and-Cut (B&C) based and combined with heuristics. The B&C method attempts to 
obtain a convex hull of the entire problem by using valid cuts that gradually cut off areas outside the 
convex hull. The optimal solution can then be obtained at one of vertices by solving a linear programming 
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problem. The B&C method explores problem linearity, but has no “local” concept. With the aggregated 
CC modeling, B&C generally performs well. However, when there are many CCs with configuration-
based modeling, configuration transition constraints within a CC unit complicate the entire solution 
process. Significant computational efforts are required since cuts generated by B&C thus may not be tight 
and heuristics may not be effective. For a particular MISO case with 1,092 conventional units, 80 CCs (as 
stress tests), and about 15,000 virtuals looking ahead 36 hours, the method could not obtain a feasible 
solution with MIP gap less than 3% in 3,600s. The goal of this Chapter is to solve such large and difficult 
problems for near-optimal solutions within time limits using MILP solvers.  
To solve such a large and difficult problem, a decomposition and coordination approach is preferred. 
Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) was traditionally used to solve UC to exploit problem separability [8]. 
However, standard LR suffers from major difficulties. Our recently developed Surrogate Lagrangian 
Relaxation (SLR) overcomes difficulties of LR by not requiring the optimal dual value and not fully 
optimizing the relaxed problem [9]. SLR is further combined with B&C to simultaneously exploit 
separability and linearity [10]. However, when there are a large number of CC units, levels of constraint 
violations may not be reduced sufficiently fast within a time limit.  
In this Chapter, SLR is significantly enhanced by adding quadratic penalties on constraint violations 
to accelerate the convergence for large and difficult UC problems. Surrogate Augmented Lagrangian 
Relaxation (SALR) is thus developed with subproblem formulations and effective coordination. Due to 
the introduction of quadratic penalties, the augmented relaxed problem is nonlinear, and existing Mixed 
Integer Quadratic Programming (MIQP) solvers are not efficient to solve large-scale problems. To 
linearize quadratic penalties, a novel use of absolute value functions is established by exploiting the fact 
that an absolute value function and a quadratic function have the same minimum. This linearization 
approach is much more accurate than other traditional linearization methods. The relaxed problem is then 
decomposed into individual resource subproblems solved by B&C. Subproblem solutions are then 
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coordinated based on updating multipliers after solving one or multiple subproblems subject to surrogate 
optimality condition. For such a large problem, every aspect should be carefully handled to achieve an 
overall good performance. Several enhancements on key aspects including grouping resources in 
subproblem formulation, filtering out inactive transmission constraints, and developing effective 
heuristics to search feasible solutions are provided. Our work is timely and critical to solve large UC 
problems with increasing number of configuration-based CC units, and can be extended to other 
complicated large-scale MILP problems in power system and beyond.  
The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 reviews the CC modeling and solution 
methodologies for UC problems with CC units. In Section 2.3, the UC formulation with configuration-
based CC modeling is summarized. In Section 2.4, the solution methodology including linearization 
scheme, subproblem formulation, subproblem solution coordination, and convergence proof is presented. 
In Section 2.5, computational improvements on key aspects are introduced to enhance the overall 
performance. In Section 2.6, numerical testing results of one simple example and two MISO datasets are 
presented to demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of our method.  
3.2 Literature Review 
3.2.1 Combined Cycle Unit Modeling  
A CC unit typically consists of one to four CTs and one or two STs, and may operate in different 
modes/configurations based on combinations of commitment states of CTs and STs. Considering the 
widely used linear solvers to solve UC problems, CC units are typically modeled within MILP framework 
in three different representations. The simplest one is the aggregated modeling, which represents a CC 
unit as a conventional unit, ignoring all possible transitions among different modes.  
A second CC representation is the component-based modeling, which represents CTs and STs as 
individual components with its own unit parameters, such as ramping rate limits, minimum up/down time 
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limits, and startup/shutdown costs. Transitions within a CC unit are specified based on specific 
characteristics of the unit [11]. This model describes operating constraints for each component but 
requires modeling coupling steam constraints and may incur significant computational complexity 
especially when the number of CCs is large.  
Configuration 1 
All Off 
Configuration 2 
1 CT 
Configuration 3 
2 CTs 
Configuration 4 
1 CT + 1 ST 
Configuration 5 
2 CTs + 1 ST 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Allowable transitions in a CC unit with 2 CTs and 1 ST. 
 
Another CC representation is the configuration-based modeling, which captures CC unit operational 
characteristics by using multiple configurations with possible transitions. Figure 3.1 shows allowable 
transitions among five configurations within a CC unit containing two CTs and one ST [12]. In this 
modeling [5], [10], [12] each configuration was modeled as a conventional unit and had its own operating 
characteristics. Constraints such as generation limits and ramping rates of a CC configuration were 
formulated following those of a conventional unit. There are several ways to model transitions. In [10], 
startup/shutdown variables and big “M” operations were used to indicate a transition among 
configurations. However, it led to major computational efforts. In [5] and [12], transition variables were 
used such that transition constraints can be directly captured in linear forms.  
3.2.2 Methodologies for UC with CC Units 
The B&C-based MILP solvers are widely used to explore problem linearity with the above CC 
presentations [5], [12]. The B&C method attempts to obtain a convex hull of the problem by using valid 
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cuts that gradually cut off areas outside the convex hull. The optimal solution can then be obtained at one 
of vertices by solving a linear programming problem. However, strongest possible cuts that define facets 
of the convex hull are problem-dependent and may not be easily obtained. In the absence of these facet-
defining cuts, branching operations and heuristics are required. MILP solvers typically work well for UC 
problems with the aggregated CC modeling. However, when there are many CC units with configuration-
based modeling, transitions among commitment states significantly complicate the problem convex hull. 
Cuts generated may not be effective, and time-consuming branching operation or heuristics are typically 
required.  
Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) with subgradient methods to update multipliers was traditionally used to 
solve UC problems without CC units by exploiting separability [8]. After relaxing system-coupling 
constraints and decomposing the relaxed problem into subproblems, subproblem solutions are 
coordinated based on subgradient directions, which are obtained after solving all subproblems with given 
multipliers. However, standard LR requires the knowledge of the optimal dual value or its estimates.  
Major difficulties of LR has been overcome by our recently developed surrogate Lagrangian 
relaxation (SLR) [9], in which surrogate subgradient directions are obtained after solving one or a few 
subproblems at a time subject to the simple surrogate optimality condition to ensure surrogate subgradient 
directions form acute angles with the direction toward optimal multipliers. Computational effort and 
multiplier zigzagging are much reduced. More importantly, convergence to the optimal multipliers has 
been proved based on contraction mapping and does not require the knowledge of the optimal dual value. 
Reference [9] is mainly on the theory with no large and difficult MILP problems tested. 
The SLR has been further synergistically combined with B&C to simultaneously exploit separability 
and linearity. The SLR+B&C had been applied to a particular UC example with 300 conventional and 40 
CC units – the latter modeled by using logical expressions [10]. Transmission capacity constraints are 
ignored, and each unit has a single-block cost function. Computational time was significantly reduced 
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compared with that of B&C. However, for MISO’s cases with many transmission constraints, 
conventional and CC units with multiple-block cost functions, and virtual variables, levels of constraint 
violations are not reduced sufficiently fast to obtain near-optimal solutions within a limited solving time.  
Augmented Lagrangian Relaxation (ALR) has a fast convergence by penalizing violations of coupling 
constraints [13]. Due to the introduction of quadratic terms, the relaxed problem becomes nonlinear and 
non-separable. The presence of quadratic terms can cause significant computational difficulties. 
Performance of existing MIQP solvers are often dramatically worse than that of linear cases. To address 
this issue, traditional way of linearization based on Taylor series expansion [14] was widely used. 
However, the approach is not effective since solution values tend to jump from one vertex to another as 
slopes of linear functions change. Adding proximal terms can alleviate this issue, and the proximal terms 
can be linearized following the way provided in PySP [15] by a simple interpolation. Our conference 
paper [16] summarized our working progress on linearization of ALR. It presented our investigation on 
maintaining the fast convergence of ALR by rewriting the entire Lagrangian function as summation of 
square functions with respect to each variable. However, due to the mathematical difficulties in 
completing squares and proof of preserving minima for practical problems as well as the implementation 
complexity, the method proposed in [16] is not applicable for large and practical UC problems.  
3.3 Problem Formulation 
Subsection 3.3.1 summarizes the UC problem formulation with constraints of configuration-based CC 
modeling descried in Subsection 3.3.2.  
3.3.1 Unit Commitment Formulation 
The goal is to commit and dispatch conventional units, CC units, as well as dispatchable variables 
including virtuals, dispatchable demands, and dispatchable transactions to minimize energy supply and 
reserve costs while satisfying individual resource-level constraints, power balance, reserve requirements, 
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and transmission capacity constraints for all looking ahead hours. The formulation presented in this 
section is based on MISO UC with configuration-based CC modeling [1], [12]. For CC units, each 
configuration is treated as a conventional unit with its own operating constraints. Transitions among 
configurations are developed by using transition variables and constraints. For presentation brevity, linear 
production costs are used and reserve is not considered. However, these features can be easily 
incorporated following [17], [18], and are considered in Examples 1-3 in Section 2.6.  
For each conventional unit i at time t, decision variables include binary on/off status xi,t, binary startup 
decision ui,t, binary shutdown decision yi,t, and continuous generation level pi,t. For each configuration f of 
a CC unit j, decision variables include binary on/off status xj,f,t, binary transition variable vj,ff’t indicating a 
transition is made from configuration f to configuration f’ following the allowable path, and continuous 
generation level pj,f,t. Virtual, dispatchable demand, and dispatchable transaction variables pn,t are 
continuous and integer-independent. 
 
Objective function 
The objective of UC is to minimize total operating costs of all resources including conventional units 
(no-load cost titiNL xC ,, , energy cost Ci,tpi,t, and startup cost titiSU uC ,, ), CC units (no-load and energy costs for 
each configuration f, and transition cost Cj,f’f,tvj,f’f,t for each allowable transition) and virtuals, dispatchable 
demands, and dispatchable transactions (energy cost Cn,tpn,t):  
 
( )
,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ' , , ' , , ,
, , , ,
'
min ,
from f
j j
NLi t i t i t i t SU i t i t NL j f t j f t j f t j f t j f f t j f f t n t n t
x u y v p i t j f F t n tf F
C x C p C u C x C p C v C p
 
 
+ + + + + + 
 
     
 (3.1) 
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where Fj denotes a set of configurations within CC unit j, and 
,from f
j
F denotes a set of configurations f’ (f’ ≠ 
f) that have an allowable transition to configuration f within CC unit j. Similarly, ,f to
j
F  denotes a set of 
configurations f’ (f’ ≠ f) that have an allowable transition from configuration f . 
 
Individual conventional unit constraints  
Conventional unit-level constraints include startup/shutdown, minimum up/down time, generator 
limits, and ramping up/down constraints [19].  
 
Individual CC unit constraints  
Constraints for a CC unit are summarized in Subsection 3.3.2. 
 
Individual virtual transaction, dispatchable demand, and dispatchable interchange transaction constraints 
Virtual trading is undertaken by participants that do not necessarily have physical loads to serve or 
physical resources to offer. Participants submit bids, either loads or supplies, for the financial purchase or 
sale of energy in the day-ahead market. Together with dispatchable demands and dispatchable 
transactions, these are associated with continuous variable pn,t only. Unlike generation resources, there is 
no integer variables and no other constraints except the MW limit constraint:  
,,,max
,,
min
,
tnppp
tntntn
       (3.2) 
where min,tnp and 
max
,tnp are limits with either 
min
,tnp = 0 or 
max
,tnp = 0. For a virtual supply offer, 
min
,tnp is 0, and 
max
,tnp is a positive value. For a virtual demand bid, 
max
,tnp is 0, and 
min
,tnp is a negative value. Dispatch demand 
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is always a negative value leading to max,tnp = 0 and 
min
,tnp as a negative limit. Dispatchable transactions could 
be either purchases or sales as similar to virtuals.  
 
System-coupling power balance constraints  
, , , ,
, ,
j
t i t j f t n t
i j f F n
P p p p t

= + +         (3.3) 
where P is the sum of fixed demand bids at all nodes. At time t, Pt is equal to the total power generated by 
all generation resources and all other dispatchable variables.  
 
System-coupling DC transmission capacity constraints 
,
min max
, , , , , , , , , , , ,
,  , ,where .
l t
j
l t l t l t l t i l i t j f l j f t n l n t F
i j f F n
f f f l t f p p p P  

   = + + +         (3.4)
 
Power flow fl,t of transmission line l at time t is modeled as a linear function of injections from all 
nodes weighted by generation shift factors  plus a fixed demand 
,l tF
P , and restricted by power flow limits.  
3.3.2 Constraints of CC Units with Configuration-based Model 
Within the configuration-based CC modeling, each configuration is treated as a conventional unit. 
Since 
,
, ' ,
'
from f
j
j f f t
f F
v

  and 
,
, ',
'
f to
j
j ff t
f F
v

 can be viewed as startup and shutdown variable for configuration f, 
respectively, conventional unit-level constraints are applied to each configuration by using transition 
variables. The following are additional constraints defined to restrict configuration commitment states and 
transitions within a CC unit.  
 
Configuration transition constraints  
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A CC unit can only have one configuration committed at t: 
, ,
1, , .
j
j f t
f F
x j t

=      (3.5) 
Configuration startup/shutdown, minimum up/down time, and (3.5) guarantee vj,f’f,t = 1 when there is a 
transition from configuration f’ to f, and vj,f’f,t = 0 otherwise [12]. 
 
Unique commitment constraints 
These constraints have demonstrated strong ability in improving the computational performance [5] by 
defining that at most one transition is allowed at time t for a CC unit:  
,
, ' ,
'
1, , .
from f
j j
j f f t
f F f F
v j t
 
      (3.6) 
3.4 Solution Methodology 
This section presents the solution methodology. Subsection 3.4.1 presents Surrogate Augmented 
Lagrangian Relaxation with a novel linearization scheme. Subsection 3.4.2 provides the convergence 
proof.  
3.4.1 Surrogate Augmented Lagrangian Relaxation with absolute value function 
linearization 
As reviewed in Subsection 3.2.2, our recently developed Surrogate Lagrangian Relaxation (SLR) 
overcomes major difficulties of LR. However, when there are many CC units, levels of violation of 
coupling constraints are still large when reaching solving time limits. This brings difficulty in searching 
feasible solutions. In addition, lower bounds may not provide a sufficiently good measure of solutions 
quality.  
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Motivated by the fast convergence of Augmented Lagrangian Relaxation, a novel approach Surrogate 
Augmented Lagrangian Relaxation (SALR) is developed by incorporating the idea of using quadratic 
penalties into SLR. Subproblems can then be extracted by fixing variables in other subproblems at values 
obtained from the previous iteration. Subproblem solutions are coordinated through updating multipliers 
subject to surrogate optimality condition. In the end, a near-optimal solution is obtained using heuristics.  
After relaxing system-coupling constraints and penalizing violations, the augmented relaxed problem of 
UC at iteration k becomes:  
 
( )
,
, , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ' , , ' ,
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, , , ,
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,
2
max
, , , , , , , , , ,
,
2 l tj
k
k k k k
i l i t j f l j f t n l n t F l t l t
l t i j f F n
c
p p p P f w  

 
+ + + + − + 
 
      (3.7) 
subject to individual resource-level constraints. In (3.7), λk and µk are Lagrangian multipliers (left-hand 
side of transmission constraints (3.4) are ignored in the presentation), ck (>0) is a penalty coefficient, and 
{wl,t} are non-negative slack variables converting inequality constraints to equalities.  
The augmented relaxed problem is nonlinear and non-separable because of the introduction of 
quadratic penalties. The presence of quadratic terms can cause significant computational difficulties. For 
large-scale problems, performance of existing Mixed Integer Quadratic Programing (MIQP) solvers is 
dramatically worse than that of linear cases. To maintain the linearity so as to exploit MILP solvers, our 
idea is to linearize quadratic terms by a novel use of absolute value functions. Conceptually, a quadratic 
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function can be replaced by a V-shape absolute value function with the minimum preserved as shown in 
Figure 3.2 for a simple quadratic function y = x2. Although not differentiable, absolute value functions 
have the advantage of being exactly linearizable through extra variables and constraints.  
 
 
Figure 3.2. Absolute value function linearization. 
 
Linearization 
A simple MILP problem (8) is used to illustrate the linearization scheme.  
)(min xf
x
, s.t. g(x) = 0, where f and g are linear.    (3.8) 
After relaxing the constraint, penalizing the violation, the augmented relaxed problem at iteration k 
becomes  
.)(5.0)()(min 2kkkkk
x
xgcxgxf
k
++             (3.9) 
During the iterative process, replace 2)( kxg with an absolute value function:  
,)(5.0)()(min kkkkkk
x
xgacxgxf
k
++ 
      (3.10) 
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where ak is the slope of the absolute value function determined by the value of variable obtained from the 
previous iteration. At the beginning iterations, ( )1,)(max 1−= kk xga  is used in case )( 1−kxg  becomes zero, 
and the constraint violation is not penalized. After a few iterations, the slope is fixed at a certain constant 
a  to ensure the convergence. 
The absolute value function is then linearized following a standard procedure [20] by introducing two 
non-negative variables (z1, z2) and one additional constraint. Equation (3.10) can be equivalently rewritten 
in a linear form as:  
 
( )kkkkkkk
zzx
zzacxgxf
kkk 21,,
5.0)()(min
21
+++ 
    (3.11) 
.0;0;)( s.t.
2121
−= kkkkk zzzzxg
    (3.12) 
 
Following the above linearization scheme, the augmented relaxed problem at iteration k for UC can 
be linearized as:  
 
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( ) ( )1, 2, , 3, , 4, , ,
2 2
k k
k k k k k k
t t t l t l t l t
t l t
c c
a z z b z z+ + + +               (3.13) 
subject to individual resource-level constraints and additional constraints to linearize absolute value 
functions:  
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In (3.13), k
t
a and k
tl
b
,
are slopes of absolute value functions defined as 
1 1 1
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Decomposition 
Eq. (3.13) is now linear, and variables coupled in the original quadratic terms are now coupled 
through (3.14) and (3.15). Subproblems can still be extracted by fixing decision variables of other 
resources at values obtained from the previous iteration. The augmented relaxed problem is thus 
“decomposed” into individual resource-level subproblems. A subproblem for CC unit j at iteration k is 
formulated as:  
  ,
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, , , ,
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subject to individual CC unit constraints and constraints to linearize absolute value functions:  
1 1 1
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Complicated transitions within a CC unit are now handled within a CC unit subproblem, and do not 
complicate the entire solving process. Note that for a subproblem, when solving from one iteration to the 
next, only coefficients (λk, µk, ck, ak, bk) and values of variables from other subproblems are changed.  
A conventional unit subproblem can be similarly formulated. Other dispatchable resources including 
virtuals, dispatchable demands, and dispatchable transactions are integer-independent and only with 
simple bounds. Due to the simplicity, the original quadratic forms of these individual resource 
subproblems can be taken to derive analytical solutions based on unconstrained minima and bounds with 
slack variables fixed. Ideally, individual resource-level subproblems can be solved iteratively. For MISO 
UC with a large number of conventional units (more than 1,000), CC units (about 50), and virtuals (more 
than 10,000), slow convergence would be expected when solving individual resource subproblem. In the 
Subsection 3.5.1, a grouping strategy to create subproblems will be discussed to improve the convergence.  
 
Coordination 
To update multipliers, subproblem solutions are coordinated subject to the surrogate optimality 
condition to ensure that multiplier directions form acute angles with directions toward optimal multipliers:  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1' ( , , , , , , , , ) ' ( , , , , , , , , ),k k
k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k
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where ),,,,,,,,('
~ kkkkkkkkk
c
zwpvyuxL k  is the surrogate augmented dual value of (3.13). After satisfying 
(3.23), multipliers are updated using stepsizes sk as:  
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where k
t
h
~
 and k
tl
e
,
~  are components of surrogate subgradients ),(~ kk wpg . The stepsizing formula developed 
in SLR [9, (14)-(15), (20)] is used: 
,
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),(~ 11
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kk
kkk
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s
−−
+ =   (3.25) 
where  
10,1,
1
1,
1
1 −=−= rM
k
d
Mk rd
k  (3.26) 
Penalty coefficient is increased as:  
.1  ,1 =+ βcβc kk  (3.27) 
If surrogate optimality condition (3.23) is not satisfied after solving all subproblems, penalty 
coefficients will be reduced to enforce the satisfaction of the surrogate optimality condition as: 
.1 ,/1 =+ ββcc kk  (3.28) 
 
SALR with the absolute value function linearization is named SALRL for short. When synergistically 
combined with B&C to solve subproblems, SALRL+B&C is defined. The key steps of SALRL+B&C are 
summarized as follows:  
 
Step 0 Initialize 0, µ0, s0, c0, a0, and b0. Multipliers are initialized as 0.  
Step 1 For given k and µk, create a subproblem and solve it by B&C. If (3.23) is satisfied, go to next 
step. If the surrogate optimality condition is not satisfied, skip this iteration and solve the next 
subproblem. If the surrogate optimality condition is not satisfied after solving all subproblems, 
update penalty coefficients ck+1 per (3.28). 
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Step 2 Update γk and sk per (3.25)-(3.26), update k+1 and µk+1 per (3.24) and update ck+1 per (3.27).  
Step 3 If a stopping criteria (a time limit is used for MISO UC problem) is satisfied, go to the next step. 
Otherwise, go back to Step 1.  
Step 4 Search for feasible solutions. 
Step 5 Calculate the duality gap by using the feasible solution and the dual value. 
 
3.4.2 Convergence Proof 
This subsection presents the convergence proof of SALR and SALRL+B&C methods.  
Proposition 1: The SALR method converges if surrogate optimality condition 
1 1 1 1 1 1( , , , , , , , ) ( , , , , , , , ),k k
k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k
c c
L x u y v p w L x u y v p w   − − − − − −  (3.29) 
in which ),,,,,,,(
~ kkkkkkkk
c
wpvyuxL k   is the surrogate augmented dual value of the augmented relaxed 
problem, is satisfied after solving all subproblems once, and penalty coefficient approaches a finite 
constant.  
Proof: Within SALR, the augmented Lagrangian function (3.7) can be viewed as the Lagrangian function 
associated with Problem A:  
,),(5.0),,,,(min 2
},,,,,{
wpgcpvyuxf
wpvyux
+  (3.30) 
s.t. all system-coupling and resource-level constraints. 
This problem is equivalent to the original UC problem when c approaches a finite constant ensuring no 
change in the objective function. Moreover, Problem A satisfies all assumptions listed in SLR (linearity of 
constraints [9, p. 178] and boundedness of constraint norms [9, p. 176]; but linearity of the objective 
function is not required). Therefore, the surrogate Lagrangian relaxation framework can be used whereby 
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multipliers and stepsizes are updated in the same way as within the SLR method subject to the surrogate 
optimality condition, and the convergence proof in Theorem 2.1 of SLR [9, pp. 180-186] can be applied 
to SALR. If the surrogate optimality condition is not satisfied after solving all subproblems, penalty 
coefficients will be reduced to enforce the satisfaction of the surrogate optimality condition and the 
updating of multipliers. Multipliers thus converge to ** , which maximize the dual function:  
),,,,,,,,(min),(
},,,,,{
 wpvyuxLq kk cwpvyuxc 
  (3.31) 
corresponding to the augmented relaxed problem.  
 
Proposition 2: SALRL+B&C converges if the surrogate optimality condition (3.23) is satisfied after 
solving all subproblems once, penalty coefficient approaches a finite constant, and the slopes of absolute 
value functions are fixed at constant values.  
Proof: Within SALRL+B&C, the linearized surrogate augmented Lagrangian function (3.13) can be 
viewed as the Lagrangian function associated with Problem B defined as follows: 
( ),,5.0),,,,(min
},,,,,{
wpgacpvyuxf
wpvyux
+       (3.32) 
s.t. all system-coupling and resource-level constraints. The objective of Problem 2 is the objective of the 
original UC problem plus the absolute value function terms.  
At the beginning of the iterative process, slopes ( )1,),(max 11 −−= kk wpga  would accelerate the 
reduction of g(p,w). After several iterations, a would be fixed at a , and the penalty coefficient c 
approaches c , the problem (3.32) would be equivalent to the original problem. Moreover, (3.32) satisfies 
all assumptions listed in SLR. Therefore, following Proposition 1, convergence of SALRL+B&C can be 
guaranteed.   
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3.5 Computational Improvements 
This section presents improvements on key aspects of the algorithm. It includes a grouping strategy to 
improve the convergence in Subsection 3.5.1, a method to filter out inactive transmission constraints in 
Subsection 3.5.2, and an effective heuristic to search feasible solutions in Subsection 3.5.3.  
3.5.1 Grouping Resources within the Same Type 
As discussed in Subsection 3.4.1, a subproblem can be extracted by fixing values of coupled 
resources in other subproblems in (14)-(15). Ideally, individual resource-level subproblems can be 
formulated and then solved iteratively. However, for large MISO UC problem, there are more than 1,000 
unit-wise subproblems, and over 10,000 virtual subproblems. The enormous number of subproblems and 
less information in each small subproblem bring difficulty in satisfying the surrogate optimality condition 
and result in slow convergence. Take a conventional unit as an example, if all other resources are fixed 
and the penalty coefficient is large, absolute value terms become dominant. Solution then tends to be 
“feasible” to satisfy the current constraint violation rather than “optimal” to the original primal problem. 
There may not exist solutions that can satisfy the surrogate optimality condition. The wasted efforts on 
solving these individual unit-wise subproblems make the algorithm inefficient or does not converge 
within a time limit. Moreover, due to the inefficiency in most commercial optimization packages, the total 
time of solving 1,000 subproblems is typically much longer than that of solving 10 subproblems in which 
each contains 100 units.   
In view of a large amount of resources in MISO system and the difficulty of satisfying surrogate 
optimality condition in solving individual resource subproblems, the relaxed problem is decomposed into 
limited number of subproblems. In each subproblem, certain resources within the same type are solved 
together to improve the convergence and reduce the computational time. Conventional units are divided 
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into ten subproblems, each containing about 120 units. Decision variables of these coupled units are now 
solved together within  
120
1 1 1
1, 2, , , , , ,
1 121
, .
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t t t i t i t j f t n t
i i j f F n
z z P p p p p t− − −
= = 
− = − − − −       (3.33) 
Solving such a subproblem could have more chances to satisfy surrogate optimal condition because 
the solution k
ti
p
,
for these units could likely move from the previous iteration 1
,
−k
ti
p . Improvements on 
grouping resources within the same type will be demonstrated in Case 1 of Example 2 in Section 3.6.  
In view of the complicated transitions within a CC unit, the number of CC units in one subproblem 
should be limited (10 is used for MISO UC cases) to avoid the potential increased complexity. Virtuals, 
dispatchable demands, and dispatchable transactions are only associated with continuous variables and 
simple MW limit constraints. In view of these features, all these variables are solved together in one 
subproblem.  
 
3.5.2 Identification of Inactive Transmission Constraints 
Within SALRL+B&C, since all transmission constraints are relaxed and violations are penalized, a 
large number of such constraints would result in a large number of multipliers and absolute value 
functions. To overcome these difficulties, inactive transmission constraints are identified and removed 
following [21]. An analytical estimate of the worst-case power flow through each line is obtained. If it is 
within the transmission capacity, the corresponding transmission constraint is removed. This method is 
extended to CCs by only considering the worst-case configuration (all components “on” when the 
generation shift factor is positive, and all components “off” when the generation shift factor is negative). 
Virtuals, dispatchable demands, and dispatchable transactions are treated similarly to conventional units 
since they have MW limits. This process reduces solving time for subproblems and computational time of 
surrogate subgradients and multipliers.  
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3.5.3 Obtaining Feasible Solutions 
Solutions to subproblems are typically feasible with respect to each subproblem, but these solutions 
may not satisfy relaxed constraints. To obtain a feasible solution to the original problem, heuristics are 
used to free certain discrete variables to solve a smaller MILP problem by B&C.  
Considering the complexity associated with CC units, binary variables of CC units are fixed at values 
obtained from the iterative process. Level of violation for each transmission constraint at each time 
interval can be calculated as:  
,
max
, , , , , , , , , ,
.
l t
j
l t i l i t j f l j f t n l n t F l t
i j f F n
g p p p P f  

= + + + −     (3.34) 
For example, if gl,t > 0, it indicates that extra power is generated. Commitment variables of online 
units with positive i,l and off-line units with negative i,l are set free and will be resolved to potentially 
reduce the power flow. Number of selected units and magnitude thresholds of αi,l can be tuned based on 
testing cases. Additional out-of-money units are identified if their subproblem costs are positive based on 
MISO’s heuristics [1] to ensure that sufficient units are resolved in the small MILP problem. Since levels 
of constraint violations are penalized, SALRL+B&C provides better commitment decisions, and fewer 
units are freed as compared with those from SLR+B&C as demonstrated in Section 3.6.  
3.6 Numerical Testing 
The method has been implemented on an Intel Core i7-6700K 4.0GHz 16 GB server with AIMMS 
4.2 and CPLEX 12.6. Three examples are presented. In Example 1, a 5-bus system is tested to 
demonstrate the efficiency of the configuration-based CC modeling and the convergence of SALRL+B&C. 
In examples 2 and 3, two different MISO datasets are tested to demonstrate near-optimal solutions are 
effectively obtained within a time limit.  
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3.6.1 Example 1: 5-Bus system 
A 5-bus system with eight conventional units, one combined cycle unit, and 224 virtuals looking 
ahead 36 hours is tested. After relaxing system coupling constraints, the relaxed problems are 
decomposed into nine unit subproblems and one virtual subproblem. Iterative process stops when the 
number of iterations (solving one subproblem is defined as one iteration) reaches 200, feasible solution 
search is then started based on heuristics. The following two cases are studied to demonstrate the 
efficiency of configuration-based CC modeling and the convergence of our solution methodology.  
 
Case1: This case compares the performance of configuration-based CC modeling and the aggregated 
CC modeling. In the former, the CC unit contains two CTs and one ST, and allows five configurations as 
shown in Figure 3.1. The feasible solution of configuration-based CC modeling is 0.54% less than that of 
the aggregated modeling. Comparisons of commitment states and generation levels are shown in Figure 
3.3. As can be seen, in the aggregated modeling, the CC unit is committed in the last eight intervals with a 
high generation level. In the configuration-based modeling, the CC unit is committed four hours earlier 
and the generation level is reduced by switching to configurations with smaller minimum generation 
requirement. This is because in the aggregated modeling, high capacity, high startup/energy cost, and long 
minimum run time are used to ensure that the operating costs can be recovered. The configuration-based 
model introduces flexibility because different operational configurations can be selected and the energy 
costs and minimum up/down time are more accurate for each configuration than the simplified aggregated 
model.  
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Figure 3.3. Generation level and configuration transitions of the CC unit. 
 
Table 3.1. Performance comparisons of SALRL+B&C, SALR+MIQP, SLR+B&C, and ALR+MIQP. 
 SALRL+ 
B&C 
SALR 
+ MIQP 
SLR 
+ B&C 
ALR 
+ MIQP 
Feasible solution ($) 604,903 604,903 604,903 604,903 
CPU time (s) 40 53 39 258 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Convergence of SALRL+B&C compared with SALR+MIQP, SLR+B&C, and ALR+MIQP. 
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Case 2: This case compares the performance of SALRL+B&C, SALR+MIQP (with MIQP solver to 
solve subproblems), SLR+B&C, and ALR+MIQP (with MIQP solver to solve the full augmented relaxed 
problem). Feasible solutions and computational time of these four approaches are summarized in Table 
3.1. All approaches obtain the same optimal solution $604,903. Among them, ALR+MIQP requires the 
longest time since the problem is more complex than other decomposition approaches during each 
iteration. The computational time of SALRL+B&C is similar to that of SLR+B&C demonstrating the 
efficiency of our linearization approach. SALR+MIQP requires longer computational time than 
SALRL+B&C because of the complexity to solve a quadratic problem. For this simple example with only 
a few units, MIQP works with acceptable performance. When solving large-scale MIQP problems, the 
complexity would increase exponentially.  
Levels of constraints violations in squared L2-norm are depicted in Figure 3.4 to illustrate the 
convergence of all approaches. The two SALR-based approaches accelerate the reduction of levels of 
constraint violations compared with SLR. Constraint violations of SALRL+B&C are slightly higher than 
that of SALR+MIQP because of the linear approximation. ALR approach reduces the constraint violation 
fast at the beginning because it fully optimizes the augmented relaxed problem. However, the level of 
constraint violations is still high at convergence due to the major issues as discussed in LR method.  
3.6.2 Example 2 
One MISO dataset containing 1,143 conventional units, 20 CC units converted from aggregated 
modeling to configuration-based modeling, and 14,955 virtuals with 36 looking ahead hours is tested. The 
case is also extended to 40 and 80 CC units with configuration-based modeling. All system-coupling 
constraints including power balance, transmission, and reserve are relaxed. Among them, power balance 
and transmission constraints are penalized with quadratic terms.  
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(a) 80 CCs case 
 
(b) 20 CCs case 
Figure 3.5. Comparison of SALRL+B&C and B&C for (a) 80 CCs, and (b) 20 CCs in Example 2. 
 
Performance of SALRL+B&C and comparison with B&C are depicted in Figure 3.5. For 80 CCs as a 
stress test, at the time limit 1,800s, B&C cannot reach a feasible solution with a reasonable MIP gap. It 
requires 3,600s to first obtain a good feasible solution. The SALRL+B&C method provides a near-
optimal solution with an acceptable duality gap 5.5% within 1,800s. Along the solution process, it 
achieves feasible solution much faster than B&C. Although the feasible objective cost obtained from 
B&C at 3,600s is slightly less than that of SALRL+B&C at 1,800s, the 3,600s solving time is too long for 
MISO to accept. For less complicated 20 CC case, B&C obtains a good feasible solution with a very 
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small MIP gap 0.8%, which is hard for SALRL+B&C to outperform. This demonstrates that 
SALRL+B&C is powerful to provide good-quality feasible solutions within limited time and significantly 
outperforms B&C for difficult cases. 
The following cases 1-3 are conducted for 80 CCs to demonstrate the efficiency of our approach on 
grouping strategy, filtering out inactive transmission constraints, and searching for feasible solutions, 
respectively. In Case 4, our method is compared with B&C for 20, 40 and 80 CCs.  
Case 1: This case shows the performance of grouping resources in subproblems. The nominal 
grouping strategy is defined as follows: 120 conventional units are grouped into one subproblem, 10 CCs 
are grouped into a CC unit subproblem, and all virtuals, dispatchable demands, and dispatchable 
transactions are grouped together into one subproblem. Therefore, totally 19 subproblems are created and 
solved iteratively. Comparisons of nominal grouping and solving individual unit-wise subproblems are 
presented in Table 3.2. Due to the large number of virtual variables, all virtuals and other dispatchable 
variables are solved together in both scenarios, and we only compare for generation units.  
With the nominal grouping strategy, the initial model generation time and solving time for completing 19 
subproblems once are 71s and 75s, respectively. The total time 164s also includes computational efforts 
on multiplier updating, data transfer, surrogate subgradient calculation, etc. When solving individual unit-
wise subproblems, solving all 1,173 subproblems once requires more than 1,000s. The large computation 
time of solving individual unit-wise subproblems mainly results from the large overhead in AIMMS. 
Moreover, at the targeted 1,800s, levels of constraint violations with the nominal grouping strategy are 
small, and a near-optimal feasible solution is obtained. However, when solving individual unit-wise 
subproblems, since less information is used in each small subproblem, levels of constraint violations are 
not much reduced leading to a very slow convergence.  
 
Table 3.2. Comparison of nominal grouping with solving individual unit-wise subproblem. 
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Case 2: This case compares the performance of SALRL+B&C with and without filtering inactive 
transmission constraints (TCs). Numbers of original and remaining TCs after filtering are shown in Table 
3.3. Performance of SALRL+B&C with and without filering out inactive TCs are compared in Table 3.4. 
This process reduces computational time and improves the feasible solution.  
Case 3: Performance of heuristics to search feasible solutions is shown in Table 3.5. The number of 
commitment variables selected based on generation shift factor is reduced by 21.9% from SLR, and the 
number of out-of-money units identified by SALRL+B&C is reduced from 136 to 112 as compared with 
SLR. Feasible solution is also improved.  
Case 4: This case shows the scalability of SALRL+B&C with 20, 40 and 80 CC units as depicted in 
Figure 3.6. SALRL+B&C obtains near-optimal solutions for all scenarios within the targeted time. For 20 
CCs and 40 CCs, SALRL+B&C provides good-quality feasible costs within 1,200s. When the number of 
CC units increases, the total cost is reduced because of the energy efficiency of configuration-based 
modeling. Meanwhile, computational time increases because more CC subproblems need to be solved and 
the feasible solution search becomes complicated. SALRL+B&C thus requires a longer time to obtain a 
small duality gap. As it can be seen, B&C is powerful to provide a good lower bound while our method 
provides a high-quality feasible solution. To take advantages of the two methods, we may run 
SALRL+B&C and B&C in a parallel manner. Along the iterative process, the lower bound from B&C 
can be taken and compared with our feasible solution to calculate the MIP gap. 
  Solving all subproblems once At 1,800s 
 
# of sub-
problems 
Generation 
Time (s) 
Solving 
Time (s) 
Total 
Time (s) 
MIP gap 
(%) 
Nominal 
grouping 
19 71 75 161 5.5 
Individual 
unit-wise 
subproblem 
1,173 312 392 1,042 >100 
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Table 3.3. Numbers of original and remaining TCs. 
Original TCs Remaining TCs Filtered 
Right side Left side Right side Left side 
48.8% 
8,347 7,032 5,503 2,372 
 
 
Table 3.4. Comparison of filtering and not filtering inactive TCs. 
 UB* ($) LB** ($) 
Gap 
(%) 
Total time 
(s) 
SALRL+B&C1 10,064,124 9,525,597 5.5 1,896 
SALRL+B&C2 10,082,321 9,517,789 5.6 1,995 
1: w/ filtering inactive TCs; 2: w/o filtering inactive TCs. 
*: upper bound, the feasible solution. 
**: lower bound. 
 
 
Table 3.5. Comparison of UB search between SALRL and SLR. 
 
# of 
binary 
freed1 
# of 
units 
freed2 
Feasible cost 
($) w/ 1 
Feasible cost 
($) w/ 1 and 2 
SALRL+B&C 1,683 112 10,075,603 10,064,124 
SLR+B&C 2,155 136 10,124,712 10,084,577 
1: binary variables freed based on violations of transmission constraints; 
2: number of out-of-money units freed based on MISO heuristic.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.6. SALRL+B&C for 20, 40 and 80 CC units in Example 2. 
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Example 3  
To test the robustness of our method, another MISO case containing 1,129 conventional units and 
15,843 virtuals with 36 looking ahead hours is tested. Performance of SALRL+B&C for 20, 40, and 80 
CC units is compared with B&C, SLR+B&C as in Fig 3.7. With 20 and 40 CC units, both SALRL+B&C 
and B&C methods obtain near-optimal solution within 1,800s. However, when the number of CC units 
increases to 80, the complexity increases exponentially and hits the bottom of B&C method. Therefore, 
B&C cannot obtain a feasible solution with a small MIP gap within limited time. Even after 3,600s, it is 
still difficult for B&C to find a feasible solution with an acceptable MIP gap. For 80 CC cases, 
SALRL+B&C is powerful to obtain a near-optimal solution at targeted 1,800s by fully exploiting 
exponential reduction of complexity. Our SALRL+B&C method also outperforms SLR+B&C in terms of 
lower bound, feasible solution, and computational time as shown in Table 3.6. It converges fast and 
reduces the duality gap along the iterative process. These improvements could result in significant annual 
savings for ISOs considering that such a large UC problem involves millions of dollars each day.  
 
 
(a) 20 CCs case 
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(b) 40 CCs case 
 
(c) 80 CCs case 
Figure 3.7. Comparison of SALRL+B&C and B&C for (a) 20 CCs, (b) 40 CCs and (c) 80 CCs in 
Example 3. 
 
Table 3.6. Results of SALRL+B&C, SLR, and B&C for 80 CCs in Example 3. 
 UB ($) LB ($) Gap (%) Total time (s) 
SALRL+B&C 3,308,783 3,172,256 4.3 1843 
SLR+B&C 3,329,845 3,151,576 5.6 1859 
B&C 14,947,775 3,204,067 >100 1902 
 
3.7 Conclusion 
This Chapter targets to solve a large and difficult UC problem which contains over 1,000 units and 
10,000 virtuals looking ahead 36 hours. With an increasing number of combined cycle units represented 
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by configuration-based modeling, current state-of-the-practice B&C cannot solve the problem with 
targeted MIP gap or within a time limit. Decomposition and coordination is a must for such large-scale 
complicated problems. Our recently developed surrogate Lagrangian relaxation is thus significantly 
enhanced through adding quadratic penalties on constraint violations to fully exploit exponential 
reduction of complexity with fast convergence. Quadratic terms are innovatively linearized through a 
novel use of absolute value functions. Enhancements on certain key aspects are also incorporated to fine 
tune the algorithm and improve the overall performance. As demonstrated by MISO cases, the method 
provides near-optimal solutions within a time limit, and significantly outperforms B&C.  
Our work is timely and critical to solve large UC problems, and can be extended to other complicated 
MILP problems in power systems and beyond. There is still room to improve the method, and we propose 
two directions as in future work: 1) Formulation tightening and 2) Distributed and asynchronous 
implementation. Tightening subproblem formulation is important since if constraints directly delineate a 
problem convex hull, the MILP problem can be directly solved by linear programming. Distributed and 
asynchronous implementation of SALRL+B&C will also be investigated thus that subproblems will be 
solved in a distributed way and multipliers will be updated asynchronously to improve the efficiency.  
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Chapter 4 
 
4 Probabilistic Forecasting of Dynamic Thermal Ratings for 
Overhead Transmission Lines 
Transfer capability of an overhead transmission line is limited by its thermal rating. The static thermal 
rating based on the worst-case weather condition does not utilize dynamic cooling and heating effects on 
conductors from ambient weather. The dynamic thermal rating (DTR) adapts the thermal capacity based 
on measured and predicted weather and typically results in a high rating without scarifying system 
security. Appropriate hourly DTR forecasts could be integrated with day-ahead market to yield economic 
benefits. Employing DTR forecasting, however, is difficult in view of many relevant weather factors 
involved in the thermal models, data availability, inherent weather uncertainties as well as the spatial 
topology of transmission lines. In this Chapter, a probabilistic DTR forecasting approach is established to 
resolve the above difficulties. Major weather factors are selected based on impact analysis, and a spatio-
temporal regression model is developed for weather forecast with available weather sources. Spatial 
topology of transmission lines and weather uncertainties are captured by treating the line rating as a 
random variable, which is the minimum of selected span thermal capacities. The DTR distribution and the 
corresponding percentiles are then obtained with high accuracy and low computational requirements. 
Numerical testing results for a short transmission line segment and a long line demonstrate that our 
method provides secure and high ratings. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Electric transmission lines are essential to deliver electricity to customers. The transfer capability is 
constrained by their thermal ratings, which are the highest current that lines can carry without damaging 
conductors. The normal thermal rating is the maximum loading that a conductor can carry continuously 
during steady state and is used in unit commitment, economic dispatch, and base case power flow analysis 
[1]-[3]. The emergency thermal ratings are the maximum loadings within specified periods, used for a 
fault duration or post-contingency analysis [1]-[4].  
An overhead transmission line could be tens of kilometers long and consist of hundreds of spans in 
multiple line sections. As shown in Figure 4.1, a line segment between two adjacent towers is referred to 
a span, and a line section refers to a portion of the line that extends from one dead-end tower to another. 
Weather conditions such as ambient temperature and wind affect the thermal capacity of a span and result 
in different thermal capacities at different span locations throughout a day.  
 
Figure 4.1. Layout of an overhead transmission line.  
The static thermal rating (STR) is traditionally used to calculate the thermal capacity under the worst-
case weather condition (e.g., 40°C summer ambient temperature, 0.6m/s perpendicular wind speed, and 
full sun) throughout a line. This conservative weather assumption may restrict the thermal capacity 
whenever the real ambient weather condition is less stressful. With high penetration of the renewable 
Span 
Tower 
Line Section 2 
Line Section 1 
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energy, wind and solar farms built in remote areas that lack suitable power grid connections could result 
in system congestion. The STR, which does not consider weather and thermal capacity changes along the 
line and throughout the day, is thus not good enough.  
The dynamic thermal rating (DTR) adapts the thermal capacity based on measured or predicted 
weather and typically results in a high rating without scarifying system security. If high accuracy hourly 
DTR forecasts are available, they could be integrated with day-ahead unit commitment and power flow 
analysis to yield economic benefits. It has been shown that the DTR helped reduce energy costs by 10% 
compared with the STR and relieved transmission congestions [5]. Inherent uncertainties in weather 
forecasts could result in uncertainties in DTR calculation. The estimated DTR may exceed the actual 
thermal capability of the line, and renders system insecurity and thermal overloading. The probabilistic 
DTR forecasting with high percentile values or confidence levels is thus desired for reliable system 
operations and analysis. Due to the tight schedule in the day-ahead market, obtaining day-ahead DTR 
forecasts in a fast way (i.e., within 10 minutes) is preferred. The goal of this Chapter is therefore to 
provide reliable day-ahead hourly probabilistic DTR forecasts with appropriate percentiles in a fast way 
for transmission safe operations.  
Employing DTR forecasting, however, is difficult. The thermal model considering precipitation to 
calculate the DTR is associated with many weather factors. Impact of these factors on the thermal 
capacity is complicated to determine. In addition, in view of the changes of weather conditions along a 
line, weather measurements and predictions are typically point values and may not be available at selected 
span locations. Especially when considering multiple span locations, making full use of the weather data 
for probabilistic DTR forecasting is difficult. Moreover, when determining the DTR considering both 
weather measurements from multiple locations and weather uncertainties, the DTR becomes the 
minimum of a few distributions. Considering the tight schedule in day-ahead market, many variables 
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involved in the complex span thermal capacity function, and the large number of selected spans, extract 
the exact distribution of DTR in a fast way is difficult.  
In this Chapter, a novel approach for probabilistic DTR forecasting is developed to overcome all the 
above difficulties. Section 4.2 reviews the thermal models used to calculate the conductor thermal 
capacity, weather data availability and usage, existing approaches for deterministic and probabilistic DTR 
forecasting, and model validation. In Section 4.3, impact analysis of the span thermal capacity with 
respect to relevant weather factors is conducted to identify major factors. Insights and implications are 
discussed on selecting critical spans and installing DTR monitoring systems. To utilize all available data 
sources and to improve available weather predictions from nearby weather stations, a spatio-temporal 
regression model with well-selected explanatory variables is established to provide weather predictions 
and variances.  
In Section 4.4, a probabilistic modeling of span thermal capacity and line thermal rating is developed 
to maintain model accuracy while reducing computational costs. Since the DTR is calculated as the 
minimum of span thermal capacities, quick and proper modeling of the span thermal capacity is required. 
Span thermal capacity is directly modeled with a pre-assumed distribution and mean and variance 
approximately derived from the span thermal capacity function through Taylor series expansion. In view 
of the difficulty of taking derivative of the max function involved in the thermal equation, the max 
function is rewritten in form of absolute value function. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of 
DTR is then calculated analytically by taking the minimum of a few given distributions. Appropriate 
percentile of DTR is provided as a high and safe limit for transmission operators.  
In Section 4.5, numerical testing results of two examples are presented. In Example 1, a short 
transmission line segment is used to evaluate the thermal model, the regression weather model, the 
assumption of truncated Gaussian for span thermal capacity, the safe rating and computational efficiency. 
In Example 2, a long line is investigated. Thermal capacities at six selected spans are forecast. The CDF 
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and percentiles of the final DTR are provided and compared with STR and the actual DTR to demonstrate 
the efficiency of our method.  
4.2 Literature Review 
This section reviews recent studies on DTR. Subsection 4.2.1 reviews the thermal models 
investigated to calculate the conductor thermal capacity. Subsection 4.2.2 reviews the availability and the 
usage of weather data. Subsection 4.2.3 reviews probabilistic DTR modeling considering weather 
uncertainties and multiple span locations. Subsection 4.2.4 reviews the validation of DTR models.  
4.2.1 Heat Balance Thermal Model 
The thermal capacity of a conductor is calculated using the heat balance thermal model, which has 
been investigated in the IEEE Standard [6] and CIGRE Standard [7], assuming that the sum of heat gains 
equals the sum of heat losses of a conductor: 
( )2
( )
c
c s r c p
dT t
I R T Q Q Q M C
dt
 + = + +   .    (4.1) 
In (4.1), I2R(Tc)is the joule heat from the current, and resistance R is a function of conductor temperature 
Tc. Solar radiation heat gain Qs is calculated based on solar heat density Qse which is roughly calculated 
using polynomial fittings with a specified air condition. Conductor radiation heat loss Qr is determined by 
Tc and ambient temperature Ta. Convection cooling Qc is a function of Tc, Ta, wind speed V, and wind 
angle  (the angle between the conductor axis direction and direction of wind). Term MCp is the heat 
capacity of the conductor.  
Both IEEE and CIGRE Standards did not consider precipitation for simplification. The thermal model 
used in [8] and [9] took into account the cooling effects from precipitation and the subsequent evaporating 
from the conductor. To calculate the thermal capacity at a selected span location, the heat-balance 
equation in [8], which considers cooling effect Qe from precipitation, is used:  
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( )2 ,cc s r c e p
dT
I R T Q Q Q Q M C
dt
 + = + + +           (4.2) 
where 
( ) ( ) ( ), ,e e e w e a e r aQ m L T c T T f P RH P =  +  − =  . (4.3) 
In (4.3), m is the mass flus evaporating from the conductor surface, Le is the specific latent heat of 
evaporation of water, Te is the evaporation temperature, and cw is the specific heat capacity of liquid 
water. Details can be found in (13)-(25) in [8]. Qe is a function of precipitation rate Pr, relative humidity 
RH, and air pressure Pa. Equation (4.2) is now related to weather factors (Qse, Ta, V,  , Pr, RH, Pa) and 
conductor temperature Tc as:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 , , , , P , , ,cc s se r c a c c a e r a p
dT
I R T Q Q Q T T Q T T V Q RH P M C
dt
 + = + + +          (4.4)
 
The normal thermal capacity is calculated under steady condition with the assumption that Tc reaches 
equilibrium and the derivation dTc/dt becomes zero. With measurements of seven weather factors (Qse, Ta, 
V,  , Pr, RH, Pa) given at a selected span location and the maximum conductor temperature Tc
max, the 
maximum permissible current Imax as the span normal thermal capacity can be calculated as:  
max
I =
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
max max
max
, , , , , ,
.
r c a c c a e r a s se
c
Q T T Q T T V Q P RH P Q Q
R T
+ + −
 (4.5) 
This thermal model was validated in [9] based on weather data from an on-site weather station and 
current sensors installed on a live transmission line. However, the enhanced model involves many 
weather factors and complicates the span thermal capability function. Impacts of these factors on the 
thermal capacity need to be determined.  
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4.2.2 Weather Factors and Data Availability 
To calculate the DTR of a transmission line, measurements or predictions of relevant weather factors 
at selected span locations are required. Weather factors involved in (5) include ambient temperature, wind 
speed, wind angle, solar radiation, precipitation rate, relative humidity, and air pressure. To implement an 
effective DTR system, it is necessary to install weather sensors on transmission line towers with a 
tradeoff between accurate estimations and equipment investments. In certain DTR systems, weather 
sensors are installed on selected line towers as shown in Figure 4.2, and typically measure ambient 
temperature and wind [10], [11]. A few advanced sensors and devices could provide predictions of 
temperature and wind [12]. Locations of sensor installation are typically selected in the DTR system 
design phase. In [13], critical spans were roughly selected based on prevailing wind direction, 
transmission line layout, and geographical information. In [14], a heuristic approach was developed for 
identifying the number and locations of critical spans based on the use of historical simulated weather. 
 
Figure 4.2. Weather data sources of DTR systems.  
If no weather sensors are installed on a line, data from weather services such as Weather 
Underground and National Numerical Weather Predictions (NWP) are collected [15]-[17]. These weather 
services generally provide measurements and predictions of nearby temperature, wind, precipitation and 
relative humidity collected from nearby weather stations as shown in Figure 4.2. Since solar heat density 
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Qse is generally not available from nearby weather stations, it is modeled as a polynomial function of 
calendar date, hour index, and air condition as in [6]. 
4.2.3 DTR with Multiple Spans and Weather Uncertainties 
When considering multiple span locations, if no weather are available at pre-selected span locations 
in the design phase, weather data obtained at nearby locations were interpolated into these span locations 
to rate an entire line [18]. Point thermal capacity for each span is calculated and the minimum is chosen as 
the rating of an entire line. Deterministic DTR approaches do not consider the inherent uncertainties in 
weather. To handle weather uncertainties, a few probabilistic and fuzzy approaches were developed. In 
[19], Monte Carlo Sampling (MCS) method based on probability density functions (PDFs) of weather 
factors and the heat balance thermal model was used. In [20], fuzzy numbers were used to describe the 
uncertainties of input weather data. The thermal capacity of each line segment was then computed using 
fuzzy calculations. The MCS and fuzzy-based approaches require either appropriate distributions or the 
membership functions of each variable involved. When considering both weather uncertainties and 
multiple spans, the above methods require generating individual distribution or membership function for 
each weather factor, span thermal capacity and the final line rating, and thus become computationally 
complex. 
4.2.4 Model Validation 
To validate DTR models, ideally real transmission measurements such as line loading and conductor 
temperatures are required. A few papers summarized DTR projects with weather sensors measuring 
conductor temperatures or Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) measuring line loading [9], [19], [21]. The 
real line loading or conductor temperature is measured and compared with the maximum current 
capability or conductor temperature to ensure the measured values do not exceed the designed maximum. 
Some papers conducted simulations based on IEEE test systems with geographical features and nearby 
weather data to verify the secure line loading and the benefits of DTR implementation [13], [22]. Some 
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studies lacked of full model validation since they only compared the estimated DTR with the calculated 
DTR [20], [23]. Considering that the thermal model is widely accepted and the calculated DTR could be 
treated as reliable; comparing with the calculated DTR is viewed as the state-of-the-practice in industry. 
4.3 Impacts of Weather Factors and Weather Modeling 
This section presents the impact analysis of relevant weather on the span thermal capacity and the 
modeling of weather. Subsection 4.3.1 analyzes the span thermal capacity with respect to all weather 
factors to identify the major ones. Subsection 4.3.2 presents a spatio-temporal regression model to 
provide weather predictions based on all available data sources. 
4.3.1  Impact Analysis and Implications 
As introduced in Section 4.1, overhead transmission line could be tens of kilometers long and consist 
of hundreds of spans in multiple segments. Thus, span thermal capacities change as the changes of 
locations and the varying weather along the line. As reviewed in Section 4.2.1, the enhanced thermal 
model considering precipitation is associated with seven weather factors. Changes of span thermal 
capacities with these seven weather factors are shown in Figure 4.3. The span thermal capacity changes 
drastically with respect to wind and temperature. To identify the most influential weather factors, impact 
levels of weather factors are analyzed. The impact level is defined as relative percentage changes of the 
maximum capacity to the minimum capacity as the weather factor changes:  
max capacity - min capacity
  100%.
min capacity
Impact Level
 
=  
 
 (4.6) 
Note that when analyzing one weather factor, the rest are fixed at the basis values commonly used in 
STR as specified in Table 4.1. Other ambient parameters and conductor characteristic follow settings in 
Example 4.1 in [6].  
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Among all weather factors in (5), wind speed is reported as the most influential one. Therefore, 
impact levels of other weather factors with five different wind speeds (i.e. 0.6 m/s, 2 m/s, 4 m/s, 8 m/s, 
and 12 m/s) are calculated and presented in Table 4.2. Based on the impact levels, wind direction, 
ambient temperature, solar radiation, and precipitation rate are the most influential factors to span thermal 
capacities. Non-influential weather factors RH and Pa can be fixed at the basis values and uncertainties of 
these factors will not be considered in DTR. Moreover, the effect of wind angle is significant especially 
when wind speed is high. This indicates when selecting span locations for sensor installation, line axis 
direction and terrain information should be considered. Since the design of DTR monitoring system is not 
the focus of this Chapter, we assume weather sensors are installed on certain pre-selected critical spans 
and our goal is to develop DTR modeling with the given design.  
 
Figure 4.3. Span thermal capacities with changes in weather factors. 
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TABLE 4.1 BASIS VALUES OF WEATHER FACTORS 
Maximum conductor 
temperature  
Tc
max 100°C 
Ambient temperature Ta 40°C 
Wind speed V 0.6m/s 
Wind angle ϕ 90 
Solar heat density Qse 1000w/m2 
Precipitation rate Pr 0.1in/h 
Relative humidity RH 50% 
Air pressure Pa 101.325kPa 
 
TABLE 4.2 THERMAL CAPACITY IMPACT LEVELS (%) WITH WEATHER FACTORS 
Weather 
factors 
Range 
Wind speed V (m/s) 
0.6 2 4 8 12 
Ta 0–45°C 36.21 35.22 34.83 34.54 34.40 
ϕ 0–90° 31.92 53.09 55.17 56.56 57.12 
Qse 0–1100 w/m2 8.16 4.52 3.05 2.05 1.62 
Pr 0–1 in/h 0.60 1.09 1.46 1.95 2.31 
RH 0–100% 0 0 0 0 0 
Pa 80–120kPa 0 0 0 0 0 
 
 
4.3.2 Spatio-Temporal Regression Model 
As reviewed in Section 4.2.2 on the weather data sources and availability, it is important to utilize all 
available information to obtain appropriate weather predictions to feed into the thermal model. A spatio-
temporal regression model is established to provide predictions based on all available weather data as 
expressed below:  
( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 2 2
1 2
3 4
, , ,0 , , , , , ,4 , , ,4 ,
1 1
ˆ 24 ( ), ,
k m k m k m n k m n k m k m k m n n k m
n n
w t w t w t s t k m    
+
= =
= + − + + +   , (4.7) 
where the index m represents the weather factors including temperature, adjusted wind speed, wind angle, 
and precipitation rate to be considered, and the index k represent the span location selected. To determine 
the weather factor wk(t) at hour t at a targeted span k, lagged measurements wk(t-24) from the closest three 
weather stations (including the targeted location if available) are considered as part of explanatory 
variables in the regression model. Wind speeds measured from a nearby weather station are generally at a 
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different height from that of transmission towers. Measurements at height h0 of a weather station are thus 
adjusted following the wind profile power law [24] to represent the wind at height h as the span or tower 
height:  
( )
0 0
/
a
h h
V V h h=  , (4.8) 
where the exponent a for different ground types can be found in [24]. To be precise, in this Chapter, 
parameter a is fitted by historical weather measurements at known heights.  
The variable 
,
ˆ
k m
w  in (4.7) represents the given weather prediction at a targeted location. The use of 
this explanatory variable would help improve the modeling accuracy. If the value is not available from a 
DTR monitoring device, interpolation from nearby NWPs by the inverse squared distance technique [25] 
is used as:  
( )
( )
2
, ,
1
,
2
1
1
,
1/
,
/
N
n k n m
i
k m N
nk
i
k m
d w
w
d
=
=

=


, (4.9) 
where n is the number of weather stations, dn,k is the distance between the nth nearby weather station and 
the kth span location.  
To better capture the spatial features and achieve predictions at locations where we have no 
measurements, a set of geographic covariates 
2n
s including latitude, longitude, distance to valley, and 
distance to coast are used. The selection of these spatial covariates is based on cross validation. The 
weather model is validated through historical measurements and predictions provided by National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory weather stations and Weather Underground.  
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4.4 Probabilistic DTR Modeling 
A probabilistic model is developed to maintain model accuracy while reducing computational 
complexity. The DTR is determined as the minimum of selected span thermal capacities, which are 
modeled as truncated Gaussian variables. Subsection 4.4.1 introduces an approximation approach to 
model span thermal capacities. Subsection 4.4.2 describes a fast way to obtain the distribution and 
appropriate percentiles of the DTR. 
4.4.1  Probabilistic Span Thermal Capacity Modeling 
Span thermal capacity is a nonlinear function of multiple weather factor variables derived from the 
heat-balance equation as shown in (4.5) in 4.2.1. It is difficult to extract the exact distribution. Traditional 
approaches such as MCS require appropriate distributions of weather factors and are computationally 
complex. Since weather factors are generally within ranges and assumed normally distributed, distribution 
of the span thermal capacity is approximately treated as truncated normal, which is a probability 
distribution of a normally distributed random variable with bounded values. Mean and variance of each 
span thermal capacity are derived through the heat-balance equation with means and variances of weather 
factors obtained from the spatio-temporal regression model. Truncated normal distribution has been used 
in [26] and [27] to model line thermal capacities in view of the cut-off feature of weather factors and 
thermal capacities.  
Truncated normal distribution of the thermal capability Ik at span k is thus denoted as N(µk, σk2; ak, bk), 
where ak and bk are determined as extreme cases of Ik. For example, upper limit is based on the lowest 
temperature, largest wind speed, precipitation rate, and perpendicular wind direction. The probability 
density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the truncated normal distribution 
can be referred to subsections 3.1 and 3.3 in [28]. Approximations for mean and variance of Ik are thus 
achieved using Taylor series expansion of function f: 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
max max
, , ,
, ,max
, , , ,
( ) , , ,
r c a k c c a k k k e r k s
k k a k k k r k
c
Q T T Q T T V Q P Q
I f w f T V P
R T


+ + −
= = = . (4.10) 
at the expansion point ( ), , , ,, , ,a rk T k V k k P k    = chosen as means of weather factors. In this case, the first 
order Taylor series approximation of f becomes  
( ) ( )
,
4
'
, ,
1
m kk k w m k m k k
m
I f f w R 
=
= + − + , (4.11) 
where Rk is the remaining term.  
The approximation for E(Ik) is written as:  
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 (4.12) 
and the variance of Ik is calculated as:  
( ) ( ) ( )( )  ( ) ( ) 
2 2
Var E E E .
k k k k k
I f w f w f w f    = −  −  
 (4.13) 
Expand f with the first order Taylor series approximation, and the variance becomes:  
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 (4.14) 
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where Var(wm,k) is the variance of weather factor m for critical span k obtained from the spatio-temporal 
regression model. Since weather factors can be treated as independent random variables, the covariance of 
each two weather factors 
, ,
Cov( , )
i k j k
w w is zero.  
When taking the derivative of function f as expressed in (4.10), the calculation of convection cooling Qc 
involves a max function [6] as  
1 2
max( , )
C c c
Q Q Q= . (4.15) 
In view of the difficulty of taking derivative of the max function involved in the thermal equation, the 
max function is rewritten in form of the absolute value function as:   
1 2 1 2
1 2
max( , )
2
c c c c
C c c
Q Q Q Q
Q Q Q
+ + −
= = . (4.16) 
The first derivate of Qc based on (4.17) are obtained as:  
( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 2' ' ' '
'
2
c c c c c c
C
Q Q Q Q sign Q Q
Q
+ + − −
= . (4.17) 
Given (4.17), the entire derivative 
,
'
m kw
f can thus be calculated. 
4.4.2 Dynamic Thermal Rating Modeling 
When considering multiple span locations, rating of a line is determined by the most critical span 
thermal capacities, and DTR is written as the minimum of selected span thermal capacity random 
variables:  
k
Kk
IY

=
1
min , (4.18) 
where Ik is the thermal capacity at span k, Y is the line thermal rating, and K is the number of spans 
considered. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) FY of Y is expressed as: 
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In (4.19), ( )
kI
F y is the CDF of the truncated normal distribution expressed as:  
2 2
2
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( , ; ) ( , ; )
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 − 
,  (4.20) 
where Φ is the CDF of standard normal distribution. The rest terms in (4.19) are CDFs of the joint 
distributions of truncated normal variables. To reduce computational complexity, only correlations 
between consecutive span thermal capacities are considered in determining the joint distributions. 
Therefore, we have 
1
1 1
1
1 1 1
( , ) ( , )
k k
k k k k
k k
b b
I I k k I I k k k k
a a
F y y f y y dy dy
−
− −
−
− − −
=   , (4.21) 
and  
2 1 2 1
( , , ) ( , ) ( )
k k k k k kI I I I I I
F y y y F y y F y
− − − −
=  . (4.22) 
As the individual and joint distributions are obtained from (4.18)-(4.22), the CDF of the DTR can thus be 
calculated. The pth percentile of DTR yp is then obtained by 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
100
px
p p x x p
p
P X x P X x f x dx F x
−
=  = −   = = . (4.23) 
Low percentiles such as 2nd, 1st, and 0.1th of the line thermal rating as safe limits are the most important 
parameters for secure transmission system operations.   
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4.5 Numerical Testing 
Numerical testing on one short line segments and a long transmission line are presented in this 
Section. Results demonstrate the performance of weather modeling and the improvements of DTR 
compared with conventional approaches. Truncated normal distribution assumption is verified, and the 
computational efficiency is verified through comparisons with Monte Carlo Simulation. In all testing, 
characteristics of conductors follow the settings in [15]: normal Tc
Max = 100oC, conductor diameter = 28.1 
mm, emissivity on conductor’s surface = solar absorptivity of the conductor = 0.5 and clear air 
atmosphere. Thermal capacities used in numerical testing are expressed as below:  
STR: A constant value calculated with Ta = 40oC, V = 0.6m/s, ϕ = 90, and equals to 945A.  
Actual span thermal capacity: a value calculated with actual weather measurements at a span.  
Actual DTR: a value calculated as the minimum of all calculated span thermal capacities.  
Estimated deterministic span thermal capacity: a value calculated with predicted means of weather 
factors.  
Estimated deterministic DTR: a value as the minimum of deterministic estimated span thermal capacities.  
Estimated probabilistic span thermal capacity: a distribution calculated with predicted means and 
variances of weather.  
Estimated probabilistic span thermal capacity: the minimum of probabilistic estimated span thermal 
capacities.  
 
4.5.1 Example 1 
Numerical testing results on a short transmission line segment and a long line are presented in this 
Section. Characteristics of conductors follow the settings in [6] as normal Tc
Max = 100°C, conductor 
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diameter = 28.1mm, emissivity on conductor’s surface = solar absorptivity of the conductor = 0.5, and 
clear air atmosphere. In the following testing, the STR is a constant value calculated as 945A. Actual span 
thermal capacities and the line rating are values calculated with actual interpolated weather 
measurements.   
□: Weather stations   ○: Selected span locations 
 
○ 
○ 
 
 
 
□ 
□ 
□ Section 1 
Section 2 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4. Layout of the transmission line segment and weather stations. 
Example 1: A short line segment of a 230-kV transmission line from Lookout Substation to Ridge 
Plant in Boulder, CO is investigated. The line segment consists of two line sections and twenty spans as 
depicted in the layout in Figure 4.4. Since there are no weather sensors installed on the transmission 
towers, weather data of three nearby weather stations from Weather Underground are collected and 
interpolated to selected two span locations. Historical data from January to September in 2014 are used 
for training of the weather regression model, and October 2014 is used for prediction. Four cases are 
conducted to demonstrate the efficiency of our method. Case 1 shows the significance of considering 
cooling effects from precipitation. Case 2 shows the performance of the developed weather model. Case 3 
verifies the assumption of the truncated Gaussian for the span thermal capacity and compares with the 
Monte Carlo Sampling. Case 4 demonstrates the improvements of considering multiple spans and 
determining DTR probabilistically. 
Case 1: Impact of cooling effects from precipitation and the subsequent evaporating from the 
conductor on conductor thermal capability is demonstrated. Table 4.3 shows the increased thermal 
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capacities (%) under different levels of rain rates from considering precipitation. As can be seen, when the 
rain is heavy, the thermal capacity could improve over 5%. 
 
Table 4.3. Increased thermal capacity from considering precipitation. 
Conditions with rain rate Pr (mm/h) Pr  
Increased thermal 
capacity (%) 
Very light rain Pr < 0.25 0.2 0.27 
Light rain 0.25 Pr <1 0.5 0.58 
Moderate rain 1 Pr <4 3 2.61 
Heavy rain 4  Pr <16 10 7.01 
Very heavy rain 16 Pr <50 30 16.94 
Extreme rain Pr ≥ 50 50 25.01 
 
Case 2: This case demonstrates the performance of the regression model to provide weather 
predictions at selected spans. Weather predictions obtained from the regression model are compared with 
the interpolated measurements at span locations. As shown in Figure 4.5, prediction results from the 
regression model provide a general trend for each weather factor. With the standard derivations obtained 
from the regression model, the shadow areas in Figure 4.5 illustrate the two-sigma ranges for individual 
weather factors. 
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Figure 4.5. Weather predictions at span 1 on Oct. 17th, 2014. 
 
Case 3: This case verifies the assumption of the truncated Gaussian distribution for the span thermal 
capacity. The MCS is conducted to obtain the distribution of the span thermal capacity based on the 
following distribution assumption for weather factors: normal for Ta, , Pr, and Weibull distribution for V. 
Same means and variances of each weather factor are used for both our method and the MCS. Quantile-
Quantile (Q-Q) plots of span thermal capacities obtained from our approach verse MCS for spans 1 and 2 
are depicted in Figure 4.6. As can be seen, distribution of span thermal capacities obtained from our 
approach has a nice fit with that of the MCS. Moreover, expected values and important percentiles (0.1th, 
1st, and 2nd) of the DTR obtained from our approach and the MCS are compared as shown in Figure 4.7. 
The computational time to obtain DTR is summarized in Table 4.4. In general, performance of the two 
methods is similar; however, our approach is nearly five times faster than the MCS. 
 
Figure 4.6. Quantile-Quantile plot of the span thermal capacity obtained from our approach versus MCS. 
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Figure 4.7. Comparisons of estimated DTR by our approach and MCS. 
 
Figure 4.8. Comparisons of 2nd percentile estimated DTRs. 
Case 4: This case demonstrates the improvements of our probabilistic DTR forecasts compared to 
DTR forecasts considering a single span location and deterministic DTR forecast. The 2nd percentile of 
the estimated DTR from our approach with consideration of weather conditions at both spans is compared 
with the estimated DTRs determined at a single span location. As results depicted in Figure 4.8, the 
estimated DTR based on a single span location could result in large bias since the measurement location 
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may not be at a critical span location. Moreover, the estimated probabilistic DTR is compared with the 
deterministic one. Variances of weather predictions from actual measurements would lead to large 
variances in thermal capacities, especially for wind that is difficult to predict with a high accuracy. As is 
shown, the estimated deterministic DTR is likely to exceed the actual DTR for some time instances due to 
inherent weather uncertainties. However, probabilistic DTR at percentiles below 2nd do not exceed the 
actual DTR and thus provides high rating without scarifying system security. Therefore, we suggest using 
probabilistic DTR at low percentiles to ensure secure system operations. 
4.5.2 Example 2 
A long 230-kV transmission line between Lookout Substation and Plan End Power Plant in Colorado, 
United States identified in Google Earth is investigated for the study. This line contains six sections and 
totally sixty-eight spans. The prevailing wind is West-East direction in this area. As shown in Figure 4.9, 
one span is selected on each line section as the critical span for DTR modeling. Among them, S1, S3 and 
S5 are in a North-South line direction while S2, S4, and S6 are in West-East direction. To forecast the 
DTR, historical weather measurements and weather predictions from twelve nearby weather stations 
provided by Weather Underground are collected and interpolated into the selected six spans. DTRs on 
October 17 and 18 in 2014 are forecast and analyzed below. The computational time of our method to 
obtain the DTR is summarized and compared with MCS as in Table 4.5. 
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Figure 4.9. Layout of a 230-kV transmission line in Colorado, US.  
[Source: 39°47'33.20'' N 10°59.41'' W. Google Earth. May 31, 2018. November 05. 2019.] 
 
Table 4.5. Computational times (s) of obtaining DTR forecasts in Example 2. 
Our Approach MCS 
408 2,136 
 
Means of the estimated span thermal capacities at six selected spans are represented in Figure 4.10. 
Differences between the estimated deterministic DTRs and the actual DTRs are mainly from the weather 
forecasting errors. The different span thermal capacities demonstrate that the DTR modeling based on a 
single span location is insufficient. Important percentiles (2nd, 1st, and 0.01th) of hourly DTR forecasts 
are provided in Figure 4.11. With 2% and lower percentiles, the estimated DTRs do not exceed the actual 
DTR and thus provides high rating without scarifying system security. Our method demonstrates the 
increased line thermal capacity from using 2nd percentile of the DTR while maintaining secure system 
operations.  
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Figure 4.10. Estimated, actual, and static span thermal capacities. 
 
Figure 4.11.  Hourly DTR forecasts (means, 0.1th, 1st and 2nd percentiles) on Oct. 17-18, 2014. 
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4.6 Conclusion 
In this Chapter, a novel probabilistic DTR forecasting approach is developed. Both the topology of 
transmission lines and the inherent weather uncertainties are considered. Distribution of the estimated 
DTR and important percentile values are obtained to ensure secure and reliable operations. The work 
implies a promising probabilistic approach to operate networks in the future. 
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